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Abstract

Living cells, thermoplastics, bleached photographic emulsions,

optical. elements, and aerodynamic flow patterns are all phase

objects. It is desirable in the study of these objects to have

a technique by which they may be imaged as an intensity variation

having a direct relationship between the image intensity and the

object phase. The technique of phase contrast achieves this

result, but is limited in application to objects having phase

variations smal].er than a small fraction of a wavelength.

This thesis describes a technique which achieves the s nine

result for objects with large phase changes. The phase object

is placed in a coherent optical system containing a spatial

filter whose transmittance varies as a linear slope plus a

constant. The image, which is the derivative of the phase

variation biassed by the phase variation itself, is recorded

on photographic film with unit gamma and used as the input to

a second coherent system. In the second system a filter is

used whose transmittance varies as the inverse of spatial

frequency, effecti.vely pcriorming an integration. If the con-

stant term is also partially blocked, the modulus of the image

amplitude is directly proportional to the object phase, with
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no approximation on the magnitude of that phase. If the bias

amplitude is fairly large, the image intensity is also pro-

portional to the object phase.

To implement this system, the spatial filters are produced

photographically on Kodak 649F Photographic Emulsion.      For   the

differentiation filter, film non-linearities are compensated by

using a sliding mask technique.  For the integration filter, the

film is exposed by the shadow of a knife edge produced with a

wide source.  Film nonlinearities are compensated by varying the

source shape. The image in the differentiation system is

recorded on 649F emulsion and developed at unit gamma with

D165 developer.

The system is evaluated by using it to image several

sample phase objects. The technique is shown analytically and

experimentally to produce the desired result for large-variation

two-dimensional phase objects. It is shown to be limited in

application to phase objects which do not vary too rapidly.

This limitation is analyzed in detail and the system is determined

to give the correct image if the phase function does not change

by more than a wavelength across the total width of the system

point spread function.

A number of other possible techniques for achieving the

same result are also discussed.
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Chapter I

Introduction

Objects are seen by the human eye because they introduce

variations of amplitude and phase onto an illuminating beam of

light. If the illumination is totally spatially incoherent,

only the absorption of the object will affect its appearance.

If the illumination is partially coherent however, phase structure

in the object will also affect its image.  Objects having only

phase structure may be made visible in a partially or fully

coherent system by a number of methods. These techniques are

valuable in the study of living cells, thermoplastics, bleached

photographic emulsions, optical elements, and aerodynamic flow

patterns, all of which contain information which exists only as an

internal index of refraction variation, a relieved surface structure,

or both.

Any coherent optical system whose point spread function

is broader than the detailed structure of a phase object will

exhibit irradiance variations in its image plane. These variations

may be increased by defocussing the system to broaden the point

spread function. The image produced, called a shadowgram, is used

very extensively in the study of aerodynamic flow patterns. This

technique is limited to qualitative interpretation however, because

it fails to provide a simple relationship between image intensity

and object phase.

Quantitative interpretation of slowly varying phase objects

may be made through use of the well developed technique of inter-
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ferometry. These objects are examined by splitting a wavefront

into a number of parts, allowing one part, the "object wave," to

pass through the phase object and adding it to the otlier "reference

wave(s)" in the image plane. The resulting image, called a two-

beam or multiple-beam interferogram, appears as a set of fringes

crossing the object.  Each fringe represents a contour of constant

phase in the object. By making photometric traces across the

image and considering each fringe as a contour line, very accurate

1,2
measurements of the object phase can be made..

The interferomotrie technique has recently been augmented
1.-r„

by application of holography to the problem,3, 4, 1, 0, C which

allows for interferometry of transient events.  Holography also

introduces the new possibilities of multiple wave length interfero-

metry or single wavelength with multiple index interferometry through

8, 9, 10
successive exposures of'the hologram. If the interferometry

is done holographically, bmall phase variations may be amplified by

11, 12, 13
proper use of film nonlinearities. Moire interferometry

14, 15
may also be applied to the problem. In addition, it has been

recently shown that by photometrically scanning an out-of-focus

interferogram (Fresnel hologram) we may computationally determine

16, 17, 18, 19, 20the structure of a weakly scattering phase object.

All these interferometric techniques are very valuable in

the study of simple phase structures since they lend themselves to

precise numerical analysis.  However, for objezts having large

amounts of fine detail such as biological specimens, interpretation
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of the fringe patterns is extremely difficult or even impossible.

A semi-quantitative visual technique is desired to study this

class of objects.

When a phase object is illuminated with a plane wave its

Fourier Transform appears in the rear focal plane of the imaging

lens. If half of this Fourier Transform is covered with an edge,

the appearance of the image will be altered. In the Schlieren

technique this edge is an opaque half-plane and the resulting

image intensity is proportional to the phase function derivative

21
for small variation phase objects. This technique is particularly

aesthetically pleasing if a white light source is used and the half-

plane is replaced with a color matrix. If the half-plane is
22

replaced with a half-wave phase step, the image intensity is propor-

tional to the object's Hilbert Transform. This latter technique

produces a highly luminous image, but interpretation of this image

23
may be ambiguous. Both these techniques may be implemented for

24, 25, 26, 27
transient phenomena with an intermediate holographic step.

In all cases, however, quantitative interpretation of the object

thickness is difficult.

The interferometric techniques already described may be

applied to phase objects containing a lot of detailed structure by

adding the reference on axis. Interference microscopes of this

type exist in many possible designs which use either a separate

plane wave or the object beam itself shifted laterally to produce

28, 29the required reference beam.

Interference with a plane wave reference is achieved by
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splitting the illumination into two portions. The reference portion

either bipasses the object completely or traverses the object and

is defocussed before reaching the image plane. If the object wave

is added to a coherent background which is phase shifted by  , the

image will be described by

Lky) 0 8 +e - Jeo (05 [0 (k4(x,q) -Sj J
C ktlx,g)      C L

i   (k  (1) l x,9)   +  S  )

(1.1)

I (x, 93  -  4  2,052  E-ii(kd(X,93- I )], (1.2)

4(x,q) = object phase variation

k = wave number of illumination

6(x,g) = image amplitude

ICK,9,
= image intensity

This image intensity will change with object phase, having

a new zero for every additional wave of phase variation. The

object is quite visible, however, with a definite spatial relation-

ship between the image and the object. If the phase is a small

fraction of a wavelength and S = -IT ,

I ux,9) 2i o kA 4' Ex.9) ·

(1.3)

This case is similar to dark ground illumination and will be

discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

Lateral shearing microscopes produce twin images of the

object,    introducing a lateral shift between them. If the object is

spatially localized (i.e. one cell) and the shear is larger than

the cell size, operation is in the total shearing mode.  Two images

are formed, the appearaiice of each one 'being the same as in the
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interference microscope already discussed. If the shear is small,

operation is in the differential shearing mode. This arrangement,

also called interference contrast, gives an image related to the

object derivative.

The images are sheared by an amount  OX   and it is assumed

that the phase *(x, y) varies slowly over this distance.

4 (x+Ax,g) may be approximated by a Taylor series

approximation about the point X as

4(Xtax,g)-Z 4(x,Y) 4- 8Xts (X, lj). (1.4)

where 45(X, 91
is the derivative of

4(x,g)
in the X

direction.  If one image is shifted in phase by 6 with respect

to the other,

L (x,9 = e feLk $(x +Ax, 9 J Llk 0(x.9)+6)

2 elI(*(  9) I e Lk Ax 44 (x, 9) + ecs J

=  el[k$LK,9) +3 (kb) 0; (x,y)43)] . 2 co5[6 (1<b;( (1); (x,y)- S)1

(1.5)

I (x,9) = 4 cosl[ 1 u k Ax ¢; (x,g) - S )1.

(1.6)

If g is approximately 11- , it may be redefined as

6  -TY -6'
(1.7)
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where E  is small.

I (LY)= 4 0052[6 (kbx ex cx,y)+ 6') - 18 ]

= 4 511\2 [6 C k Ax di (X.g) 0 3') 1 (1.8)

By proper choice of the instrument parameters,  AX   may be made

small enough that    k 8% 0X (X,9) + S' 4< 2.TT The

image intensity then becomes

1  (x, 93  Z  I  S '   +  k    bx   4 4(x, 9)J: (1.9)

In addition, if   6' 33 k 6% $  (x u)A.'5  1

I (A,g) - 6,2 + 0, 6' k Ax 4'(x g). (1.10)
8

This image intensity is proportional to the derivative of the phase

function and the object appears to be raised off the surface and

illuminated at an angle. This interpretation makes this technique

a very understandable and powerful tool, but can be misleading or

ambiguous.

The one technique which does lead to unambiguous interpretation

for a certain class of objects is the technique of phase contrast.
30,

31, 32 If the object phase variations are a small fraction of a

wavelength, the phase function may be approximated as

gL k 4,(K,Y)  ct  1  + L k 4(x,93. (1.11)

When this object is illuminated with a plane wave, its Fourier

Transform will appear in the rear focal plane of the imaging lens.

If this transform is represented by  F (x' where X is the
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spatial coordinate in the transform plane, f is the focal length,

and           * ( X', l ')
is the Fourier Transform of $(X, g }

F(X,y')' ff elkd,(x,g) el»,dg BL'iwil'f dg

-  S  (x') 6 (99   +  Lk  $ (X', ti'). (1.11)

A small partially absorbing spot having a quarter wave phase shift

is placed on axis in this plane at the position of the transform

delta function. This weights the transform to give

F(x',9')   LIC S (X')6(g')  + k$ (x',9') 1.
(1.12)

Neglecting multiplicative constants, the final image amplitude is

then

6(1,9) =  C + k 4 CK,9) 0

(1.13)

If C,0 (totally absorbing spot) operation is in the dark ground

mode and the intensity is given by

1 (*.gj (ba (X, 91. (1.14)

This is the same result produced in the interference microscope

for small phase objects and although it is very high contrast,

interpretation is ambiguous because there is no way to distinguish

between positive and negative   .  If C is fairly large so that

C >> k *(x, tj),
(1.15)

I  C x, 5 )          (2    +   2  C   k   4  (x,g) .

The phase object has thus been imaged as an intensity variation
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with a linear relationship between object phase and image intensity.

Interpretation of this image is now unambiguous.

This technique is widely used and very effective but it only

works properly if phase variations in the object do not exceed a

small fraction of a wavelength.  As a rule of thumb, this means

4  (1,9 1     6      k /20 This condition can be met for

a relieved surface object by immersion in a near index matching

Oil. If the phase variation occurs as internal index variation

however, as it does for biological objects, index matching to this

extent is impossible.

The purpose of this thesis is to suggest several ways in

which large-variation phase objects can be viewed unambiguously

in a manner analogous to phase contrast.  One technique is

investigated at length and results shown.
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Chapter II

System Analysis

Simplified Analysis

The idea of differentiating and integrating to obtain an

image irradiance proportional to phase for large-variation phase

33
objects was first conceived by Develis and Reynolds Their system

was never implemented experimentally however, because it is limited

in resolution. The idea requires that the object be multiplied by

a grating and that two spectral orders of the grating be passed by

the system. This requirement not only cuts the effective system

resolution in half but also makes excessive demands on the grating

quality needed for microscopic work. Their analysis was also

limited to one-dimensional objects. This thesis describes a similar

technique which removes these resolution limitations and allows

for experimental application to actual two-dimensional phase

objects.

The object amplitude distribution has the representation

f, (X,) z e When this object is illuminated
L k 4 (X,)

with a plane  wave,  its Fourier Transform appears  in  the rear focal

plane of the imaging lens.  A photographic transparency (spatial

filter) whose amplitude transmittance is  t (Xal =  02 (Xo - *a 

is placed in this plane.   ( CD< = constant,  1( = transverse coordinate

in the focal plane,  Xo = constant) This filter function effectively

multiplies the Fourier Transform.  When an image is formed in the

X 3 plane, it is thus similar to the derivative of the object

biassed by the object itself. This image amplitude distribution
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is

d k  4 (-x,)
f j    C  1 3)     =     C   42         +       4  '   (- %3)   )     e                                                                                              (2.1)

where 4, (10 is the derivative of
4 (%3) ·

When tnis image is recorded on photographic film and developed

for the right amount of time with the correct developer, the

resulting film intensity transmittance will be proportional to the

exposing intensity. If -4 (X33 is the film intensity

transmittance,

2

TE      L %3)     =        C             +       4,     6-   1  )
1.

(2.2)

This film is immersed in an index matching oil bath, so its amplitude

transmittance will be proportional to the square root of the

intensity transmittance. If 1<o/f is
chosen to make Xo/% + l-X 1

a positive definite function, this square root will be

t 6    (1 3)      =    32         +       4  '  E- X 3)
I

(2.3)

This photographic transparency may be used as the input to

a second coherent optical system. In this system, a filter is

used to operate on the transform which has the following amplitude

transmittance :

i (14) - -21 X 4 3 O D - consto-nl

L B X4
-0. B = Consfant

(2.4)

This filter multiplies the P'ourier transfirm so that the image
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relates to the integral of the object,

fs (15) = 92  2 4 ( xs).  C , Consto.nt
(2.5)

If    ('to /f is considerably larger than 4 (XS) , the intensity

in this plane will then be

C 2 X,�l jcy
I (xs) .. S

(2.6)

1- .

i   .Le    4,   (Xs).

This image intensity is linearly proportional to the object phase

with no approximations made as to the magnitude of that phase.

This   anal-ysis   was one-·di.mensi.onal, which   is   of  no  real

interest. A two-dimensional phase function aN(x,, gl) may

be written as
4) (1. , 9,3  -    40. (Xi , 9 D    +  C b · (9,) .

ab(g,) is that additj.ve portion of the phase function which

var ies only in the l. ,
directi.on and

-1-0. \   ' >  7, ,
Ch     (*      li   )            is

defined as the remaining portion of the phase variation.  /b(lj,  

will consist of edges, linear slopes, or
gratings oriented in the l.j,

direction.  If a one-dimens onal spatial filter is used to

differentiate this two-dimensional phase object, the portion  b (g, )

will differentiate to zero and can not be recovered. The object

Lk[¢al<,9,) + *bLY,)3
is  4,(X,,9,) = e
Its image in the differentiation system is

93(%3,93) - {49 + 40'x'(-x  -ct )) eck [4«. (-x':93)+46(-9,113, 33
·   (2.7)

C   40-*' (x, y ) is  defined  as the derviative cf (1)«(X, 9) taken in

the X direction.)  When this image is recorded on photographic
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film and integrated in the X direction in the second optical

system, the final image amplitude is

f s     (x s  ,   9 s)    =       C       +     4    Cxs    ,  9 s  )
.

(2.8)

The two dimensional phase function is thus imaged correctly except

for that portion 45(y     which varies only in the 8 direction.

The effect of this information loss on image appearance

depends upon the particular object structure. Irregular objects,

such as biological specimens, contain very few straight edges or

linear slopes, so the image appearance will be good.  The

experimenter may choose the direction of the X,  -axis by rotating

the differentiation filter until the differentiation does not

discriminate against any object detail. If the object contains

edges in all directions, a better solution is to use the complex

spatial filter

A

1  (x      1 1   )    =    6   *4    +    3  g 3,3, 32 (2.9)

where l and j are unit vectors in the Xa and (.j 2
directions

respectively.  (This filter can be produced through holographic

recording of the filter using opposed polarizations.)  If the two

derivatives produced are separated with an analyzer, integrated in

their respective directions, and the images are recombined with

34
opposing polarizations, some degree of detail will be restored.

If         4  (x,,  lj, j    r    (1)0-   (M.,13,       2    (1)b   (9,    4   (bc (x,) , the

final image intensity will be

Is (Xs,tls) - C +0(11)0,(Xs,t 5 ) +C b (535   4- (be(xs) (2.10)
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where
db (9)      and 4(lx)

are those additive portions of the

phase function which vary only in the 9 or X directions respect-

ively.

This section was a brief review of the basic idea for

visualization of large-variation phase objects. The theoretical

and experimental details of this system are analyzed in the sections

that follow.

Detailed Analysis

The object amplitude distribution is represented by the

L k  0 (Y.,9,  )
functional form

f, (M *,9,) 3
e To simplify the

analysis, it may be assumed that   f, (lt,, lj,     = 0 for the

region 1 x. 1 k   5       1 y '1  1 F , where F<A   0  The

following definitions will be usedr

(*"ll'll = Object plane coordinates

Cia, qi ) = Fourier Transform coordinates in differentiation

system

01 3,  4 3)       =
= Image coordinates for differentiation = ob-

ject coordinates for integration

04     X - = Constants
1 0

(14,4 4 ) = Fourier Transform coordinates for integration

(Xs ' 4 5)
= Image coordinates for integration

A     = Aperture half width

k     = wave number

f     = Focal length .

The filter placed    in    the    first    transform   plane     is         1.3     <  X 2  ,   (21.0.  

and is defined by

t)(12,42  = 0( (*0 - X2  0 (2.11)
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This is a standard differentiation filter to which a bias level

has been added. If the system consists of a standard two lens

unit magnification system, each succeeding focal plane will be the

transform plane for the one before it.  A transparency placed in a

focal plane multiplies the amplitude distribution in its plane so

that the effective object Fourier Transform is

.k<X,4+   )
1,(x;,9,)6('ta.9,)= 4 (x«-©jdx,j dyI f,(x.,g,) el, ·   (2.12)

The image amplitude is the inverse Fourier Transform of this

filtered function. Since the lens is a finite aperture of

half-width A,

f»(13,9,1  ,-ils.'j 9 e  f (4 1 '99,)el  (Xo-X,).flt#,-1-89, e'                             f,(x    u )

 k (X,X,+ Y.91)

,3  1'  ' (2.1 2)
-A - 1 4

The limits on the second integral in this image expression

are finite, so the order of integration may be changed.

F F A A

E   ECK'*©x,+CY.,9,)9,1
f,(1,11''t,fax,jdg i (1('.t-J,) fd k.jl,3, «(xe-<,) e

(2.13)
-F      4                            - A        -A

To facilitate the integration, the following quantities are defined:

A              la (1(, txb)*1

19(1„113)=idxj e
f

,- J Asinc[f (x,+1,) A J (2.14)

1 (x 1) -- FAdia (xo-Y,D) e l (X,tr,) 1,1  " 3  J
-A (2.15)

The first quantity may be differentiated and substituted to evaluate
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the second.

Et (x.tx')16 (2.16)

110 (X.,1,3 =   f'd x2 X, e-A

I, CY., y,) --A t. I„ (H„ *,) + X.Io (i., Xs)
(2.17)

fj (X„9,3 -°199, Iely.,11, JfdX,f. (x,.gi)[X,Ial'ti,X,)-Li 1 10(x.,Y,9
-F

(2.18)

The second part of this integral may be integrated by parts.

UL=   f,   (X, , g, ) dv = d I« (HS,) /d x.

d L L  =  f, 1   (,(, , 9   j i x v = 10 (X, 'MJ

F
F F F

f,(13 .11,3 -0-JL dylly„g,)l):,ff, CY,.9.)I,(i.Kid x. -i(f,(x.,9)I, (i.. d -if, ,(x.,t,)10(,X,)J lt)]    (2.19)
-P

For image points  near the optic  axis   (        h(b\  z. 9         ),  the  middle

two terms of this expression are insignificant so that

S

i,(r,) ,),4 A'11.dY, sincit (\1''g>]fdwifg,1,(it,qi)4 fl  Gt.,g,l srocf  (il,Y,)Al i  (2.20)
-9

If the object is a pure phase object, the final image amplitude

then becomes

S                             S

f,(13,4,1 - 4 A,·499.srocit (g.,44,)1)f(7 + 0, (1.,9,0 e
Sina *kLK,+YJA 4 C 2 . 21)

L 1' ekt<4.9,3 r

-S
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The transform filter function, which is a sum of two terms,

thus produces two corresponding image terms: one related to the

object and one to its derivative. Both image terms are convolved

with the point spread function of the finite aperture. Since the

object amplitude distribution contains phase variations, the effect

of its convolution with this broad point spread function is not

intuitively interpretable for its effect on the image appearance.

This effect will be studied in detail in the section on limitations

of optical differentiation where it is shown that the image

appearance is indeed approximately correct if the object phase does

not vary too rapidly across the total width of the point spread

function.

For the present analysis, the assumption will be made that

the aperture is infinite. The image amplitude is then given by

f>(i"ij) =Ct-4 + cpxt-x, -9,)] e                  (2.22)
*O    1/ , -1      L k $(-1(3,- 93 

where C is a constant. The intensity in this plane will be the

square modulus of this amplitude.

*

IB (X3,93)  = 43  (WS,93) fb(X3,9 3)

A  I   Xo         A< /  / _v    _C E  1  'J.I  (1(3, 931  --  C    IT   +   lpX  t'   03,   ':1 3' 1

(2.23)

Since 4 (-1('  -U -) is a real function, *A|  - 3)-N,)0)       3  3

is also a real function, so that

313(15,93) = ca ( 45 + *; (-13.-St,))1 (2.24)
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Although photographic film is a nonlinear recording material,

a  graph of density  vs. log exposure  for a given emulsion  will

contain a straight line portion. If the slope of this portion is

  i  for the negative process and   YA  for the subsequent positj.ve

process, and if the exposure is always made on the linear portions

of the respective curves, the intensity transmittance of the positive

will be given by

F 2  / 1,0
T. (Au)-EL 1- +

4% (-x'.-93))' 1

'.,1

(2.25)1-     3 ' 13 (+

The exposure may be kept within the limited exposure range character-

istic of the linear portion of the D vs. Log E curve because

the image is of sufficiently low contrast. This is true because

the maximum value .of the phase function derivative is limited by

the finite resolution of the system.  (See the section on limitations

of optical differentiation.)

If  1, 1 is chosen to be equal to one and the

transparency produced 16 immersed in an index-matching oil, its

amplitude transmittance is proportional to the square root of the

intensity transmittance. Since X0  /f'   has already been stated

to be larger than
6  . (-1    -9

, , the function
   ' 4, (-X„-9,)lA \ 3, 51

is positive definite. The square root of its square is thus the

function itself:

o  F  X.

1.<(13.93) - c t-4 + 4,1 (-X„-9, ] .
This transparency is used as the object in another

coherent optical system which forms an image of the integral of the  input.
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An ideal integration filter is the
function   -E (*41 = -  

Unfortunately, this function has a singularity at the origin so

it can not be produced in practise. Instead, the realizable filter

function

·L  (X,i  )  94 )     =      L Fj 1 x414 b

=
D/x.f Ix,t 'A D (2.27)

may be used. This is a transparency whose intensity transmittance

varies as
1

/ ><4

J plus a 180' phase shifter placed over half the

Fourier Transform.

The image amplitude produced is given by

2 h (i, + 9%1 [F / i.t(46'Y,!4)
ist#,9. , 4''lil,e  ,    41    s    t<K,g, dt,pttj e I ift  , 4  ex'.-t'bl.

-A                    -7 -P
(2.28)

Since both integrals are finite, the order of integration may be

altered and the U integral calculated. If the functional form
J4

of     t (XV , 94) is also substituted, this equation reduces to

F                                                       S

fs(X,-115) , 3 AC f dij, sinoil(9,+Vs)Al f-d,jit,4.'(-I„-9,9 .
-e

E f (xs tx,) 4
, .V

r, e Etivgx' 7

I-Di-'
e

-dxi + 61112 Af +D\
-d)(11.

·4( l '(1(5'X,)4

-A - 34      -D      -D *4
f.

fs (%5,gs) 2 2 ACJ,2143 5100(t A(93'93) fd,t,(-10 + 01 (-W'.-11,)) '

.till'il" «53' 4- 111 Bf e-4(--f  
i f                 Xs i  * 3 )  7

-b d *4

(2.29)

This image amplitude is a sum of four parts. These parts
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arise from the imaging of two object terms (a constant and a phase

function derivative) by two aperture terms (a truncated integration

function and a low-pass spatial filter).  The integrals in·these

expressions are calculated in Appendix I. The results give rise to

some interesting criteria for the choice of system parameters.

Term # 1

Term *1 = - t.f(jl(Ii'AL*,tF)) - St(-tDIX,+F))
63 Ebx„

f

+  S L  ( 1¢  ( %6 -F) )    -    S L  (   ( %6- F) ) )

+A ((05(tf (X, +F))  -  e.05( I) IX,-F))  

- ·A  { e,5 (9  (,6, F))   -   COS (112 (*6 -F))  )

+ Xs, (5 £(kfAX )(s+F)') - Sl(kfA(Xs-F)1
·/kg

Sl (-kD(Xst F)) + 5 L ( f (X·#-F))     (2.30)

This term is very small. It represents integration of the

constant  Xe   object term by the truncated integration filter.

It is present because the finite resolution of the system causes the

 0  term to be Fourier Transformed not to a delta function but to

a broader function which somewhat overlaps the region Ixflib
The contribution of this term to the image is small for certain

values of the system parameters which may be determined in the

following way. For locations well separated from the edge of the

image field, the sine integrals may be approximated by their
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assymptotic expansion

56 li) = 3: -" (1-*  + .6....)605(21 - ,(1 -31  . .N ....)554(2)    (2.31)

If  only the
first  term  in ( /2

is retained,

Ter In al    = 0. (2.32)

The condition for this approximation was i /2 ZLI,

or alternatively

19  C X5 + F )   3>  1

9    C 'is + F)   3>  1
(2.33)

The second condition, which is the most critical, is a condition

on the field of view for a given D.  Alternatively, it sets the

minimum limit on the size of D, if the width of the field of view

is allowed to go to zero, i.e. let  Xs 1 0
)

b » AF (2.34)

Even if this condition is not completely satisfied, additional

terms  in the expansion  are  of the order     <i /2   , where   1 2

is small.  A condition of this sort is not unreasonable, as it

sets a minimum limit on the size of the bias level block. This

width must be larger than the point spread function characteristic

of the Fourier Trans form plane.
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Term # 2

Term'S = 0 ibl f f $(-%3.-9,) (Asinc  (Ys'X,J-Dsine. (xs'i>)dx,

- 4 (-F,-V,j <SE (  (xs *F)A)- Silt (Xs 'F)1) j

+   (p,-93) isE (t (i,-F)A)- 56(kg (x,-F)b) j J
(2.35)

This term represents imaging of the phase function

derivative by the truncated integration filter. It consists of

a high-pass filtered image of the phase function itself plus two

terms which make contributions at the edge of the image field near

-+
Ms - -F   I The effect of the high-pass filtering on the image

appearance will depend upon the amount of low spatial frequency

information in the function  ()(1(')  . This point is discussed more

fully in the section on the limitations of coherent integration.

It is apparent however, that for broad-band objects it is important

that   b d i A   . The terms which appear at the edge of the image

field may be made small through the same choice of D determined for

Term # 1.

Term # 3

Terrn'Jb=OLBb: (Ib'(-Xj,-14 ,)   Sinclt  (*As +X,) b)dxj (2.36)

This term has a negligible value. It represents

imaging of the phase function derivative by the low pass filter
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t (xg)  C L B X4 6 D

=0 *4> D
(2.37)

Its value does depend to some extent on the amount of low spatial

frequency content in the derivative. However, since B is a small

fraction and since this image is spread by convolution with a

broad point spread function, the contribution of Term # 3 will be

small.

Term # 4

41         0 5 B x o

Term -4-   A  -[55(.Fk(X5+F)D)- SLIt<Xs-F)b)] (2.38)

This term provides the constant bias level to the

image. It represents imaging  of the constant    X u    term  of  the

object through the partially absorbing aperture of width 2D. The

value of Term # 4 will be constant for the same choice of D de-

11

termined for Term # 1, D 5,> i-F

Terra 44  =    0 v  8 Xinjs
K (2.39)

In this case, the criterion intuitively states that the aperture

 X4 L-b should be large enough so that the bias component of

the image is not affected appreciably by diffraction of the delta

function transform at the edges of this aperture.

With all the negligible image terms thrown away, the

image amplitude of interest becomes

11

ily„111,4L Atpy, lincit ly,fgs)4  f »·, 't'(IC-X'.43) sini.fLK'.ss) 4,1,t,j.
(2.40)

This image represents the phase function itself, convolved with
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the point spread function of a finite aperture and added to a constant

bias level. If 81. is chosen to be large, the intensity in this

image will also be proportional to the phase function. This requires

that the image field is restricted to a small region near the axis

and that the value of b  is chosen to satisfy

If-LLbt< A.
AS                                                         (2.41)

The assumption has also been made that the object contains little

low frequency information.  The failure of this approximation will

be discussed at greater length in the section on limitations of

coherent integration.

Limitations of Coherent Differentiation

The point spread function of a system is defined as the

Fourier Transform of the aperture distribution. If this aperture

distribution is the filter function -E (XI, l.j ')=02 (1(O-X,)          ,

the point spread function (see Appendix II) is given by

in('st'j -

Al (1,11,1,4 A « sine('Slf) 11-t Si 0 c(k;f ) "I. (te'lne&kiA - 1 (             )]'9.,le          '(20 42)
where

Ad (x, g) . Point spread function of differentiation system

f = focal length of lenses

k  = wave number of illumination

R = aperture half width

This function has two parts. The first corresponds to

the  0  term of the aperture function and is a typical diffraction
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limited point spread function for a square aperture. The second

part corresponds to the linear sloped term of the aperture function

and is the part which causes differentiation. This latter term is

graphed in Fig. 2.1 and is a two-lobed function; the two lobes

have opposite signs and are separated by approximately the width of

the unfiltered point spread function. Since the point spread function

describes the image of a single point object, and since the total

object consists of an array of point sources, it is apparent that

differentiation is achieved by forming two images of the object

slightly displaced from each other with opposite signs. This is

hardly surprising as it is analogous to the shearing interferometer

described in the introduction. The shearing interferometer, however,

is a differencing instrument which produces a derivative only if the

object phase varies slowly across the region of shear. It is

important to study the extent to which this analogy can be extended

to determine the limitations, if any, of coherent differentiation.

The analogy will be perhaps limited' because of the finite width of

each lobe of the point spread function. The two images are not

only separated, but each is convolved with its individual point

spread function. In the shearing interferometer, the shear se-

paration and the width of the imaging point spread function are

independent quantities. In coherent differentiation, they are

intimately related to each other through the finite numerical

aperture of the system.

The limitations produced by this effect are best examined

by considering the image of a sloped phase edge. This edge is

defined by the function in Fig. 2.2.
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Point Spread Function of Differentiation System
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0 9,         2      & LY)' 0 *40/1 1 x =  OLXLA
0 A =b  x>A

Figure 2.2 - Sloped Phase Edge Function

A is the width of the phase edge and b is its height.  When

this phase object is imaged with the differentiation system, the

image amplitude produced is determined by convolving the differ-

entiation point spread function with the object itself. This

calculation is done in Appendix III. The result is the image

amplitude

02    1 -    1 r  /kh ,

f, ( x,) '      k          (TT,0  5,  [Ists'])   . S  2  e-     CTI -2 5,1 1  15fH-t,t-A ki )

i. Abxj f-
.

-  11 «11»+Wj e-    8    lal[klit 'fi}lit,+8)-CQ[k(t-fa) (It,+8111

- - CL Ck Ubb,-t)1,-1 +CLIk(t -f }131 + i  5 .El (t , )(W,,6)]

- SQI'((t  - f·)(1'AJJ- Sall,(Ab' FA)0 + SL[kI)- A) x,1 J   I

(2.42)

The intensity in this image is recorded on film with

  = 1 and used as the input to the integration system.  The

amplitude transmittance of the film will be proportional to
If, lt,)1.

This function is drawn in Figure 2.3 for several different values

of the edge slope 6/4 . For small slopes, the bnage appears to

be a slightly blurred derivative of the edge. For larger values

of SA  , the image is distorted by a large component in the spatial
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.

location of the edge which subtracts from the bias level. This

component arises primarily from failure of the phase function to

be imaged as a pure phase variation by the ')<o portion of the

differentiation spatial filter.

To evaluate the limit this error term places on coherent

differentiation, it is important to note that the function
I f,(x,)  I

is integrated in the second optical system. The important evaluative

criterion is thus an integral across the edge position. Since the

graphed curves were calculated for a fixed A , the proper integral

should also increase linearly with the edge slope b/8 .  This

integral value is drawn infig. 2.4 as a function of 13/S.  An

approximately linear relationship between the integral and the edge

slope is seen to exist for -:15 A/f 66/J - .15 A/*f   .  Although

the exact value of these limits may vary for different edge widths,

examination of the functional form of <3 (XD shows that the

value of the argument 6/3-A/ f  is critical in the appearance of

the image.  As a rule of thumb, only if A/F > b will the image

appearance be similar to that of the ideal derivative.  This

criterion sets a limit cn the edge sharpness that may be properly

differentiated, but not on the actual height or width of the phase

variation. This condition is similar to the limitation of the shearing

interferometer, but the criterion is considerably more relaxed than

would be expected from a direct analogy.
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The significance of this criterion is understood by

noting that
(Axl= f

A/A , where
(8>1   is

the total

width of the point spread function for a clear-aperture diffraction-

limited system. The evaluative criterion thus becomes

12-4 4_
(2.43)A             C 61(19

This condition now states that the number of wavelengths phase

variation across the width of the point spread function must not

exceed one. This criterion is intuitively comprehensible because

wavelength ambiguity beyond the resolution limit of a system is

always a problem.  What is needed for this system is a method to

band limit the phase function (for a given phase height) before

allowing it to enter the differentiation system.  Unfortunately,

this is difficult to do because of the nonlinear relation between

image phase and object phase.  Due to this limitation, optical

differentiation applied to biological phase objects may be limited

in importance. Further study is needed to determine the relevance

of this condition for actual specimens.

This systeni will also be limted by absorption in the object.

If this absorption is described by the function  (1(1(,')   , the

object, rather than being pure phase is given by

f,   (x, )   =     a.  ( * , )    e

5  k  4 (x.)

(2.44)

Imaging of this function in the differentiation system will result
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in the image amplitude

; 0. '(-X j
1 i. k  0 (-13

ilx,) S [X,+ f d)'(-x,)-   a (-, 39 1  0-(-x,) e            .               (2.45)

If this image is recorded photographically with  * = +1  , the resulting

film amplitude transmittance will be

l

Ef  (13)' f,Lij f'(t,}    =     g(X.,  f  44  (-X,))'   +  C  t:91'-11  FC  0.6,61'j'.
:*31/ 3 L

(2.46)

If  CLLY)   is a slowly varying function, then (li (-1(,AL-XJ)«1 and

71

tf ()(3) LY  [x„ + f *' (-x,)l   [(a (-x,i)' 12 I
(2.47)

C c a  (x)),1
1

may be recorded separately in the optical system

with no spatial filter present and used to divide out the error

term.  However, this division technique is still limited in application

to slowly varying absorption functions.

Limitations of Coherent Integration

It has previously been sthted that the limitations of coherent

integration due to truncation of the integration filter depend upon

the amount of the low spatial frequency information present in the

object. This low spatial frequency information is transmitted by

the truncated portion  of the filter  and  is not integrated. Although

the effect of this object low frequency loss on the image appearance

is not intuitively obvious, it is well to note that system may be

considered in reverse. The situation is identical to perfect inte-

gration with a high pass filter. The image will thus appear to be

somewhat edge sharpened.
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The effect of this information loss on the i.mage is perhaps

best understood by investigating the point spread function of the

integration filter. If the non-truncated filter is considered,

its point spread function is a perfect half wave phase step.

Convolution of this function with any object gives the integral of

that object. If the truncated integration filter is now considered,

its point spread function is given by (see Appendix IV)

Ar,   (1(,9)=  4  L A bsioe lk<RS) isi (*)  - SE(9)]  .       (2.48)

Figure 2.5 is a plot of this function. The truncation is seen to

cause the point spread function to taper off to zero for large X .

This tapering off will cause a lack of correlation in the image

for integration over two points with wide separation. Two points which

are close together with respect to the width of the point spread

function will see this function as a step. Points further apart

will show less correlation and an apparent adjacency effect.

This apparent adjacency effect is easily demonstrated by

considering the integral of the derivative of a bar. If the bar

has a width of JF  and a height  -6    ,  its one dimensional deriv-

ative consists of two delta functions. The object for the intee-

gration system is thus given by

tel,) - Gts (1,+F) - S (*,-F)]. (2.49)

The image of this function determined by convolving it with the
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integration point spread function has the form

425(15), 63  I"t"El -SL [,1%'91-S  [,Affi)].S· [1,-191)3 11
0

(2.50)

This image is drawn in Fig. 2.6 for several values of 'F .  For

a width F much narrower than the width of the point spread function,

the image reproduces the bar quite accurately.  For large    a

distinct adjacency effect is observed with a drop in the center

of the bar.

It may be noted that the truncation width b of the

integration filter is determined only by the experimental apparatus.

If limited image field is acceptable,  b     may  be  made  small  enough

so that the width of the point spread function covers the entire

image field.  In this case, the integration will appear good with

no edge sharpening.

Objects having amplitude absorption or phase edges which

are too sharp will not be differentiated properly, givilig rise to

incorrect image terms. The effect of these terms is now seen to

be unfortunate because of the broad width and assymetry of' the

point spread function of the integration filter.  Any extraneous

derivative terms will be blurred across the entire image field,

producing a considerable amount of image noise. If there are a

large number of these extraneous image terms,  the actual signal  may

become unrecognizable. This point will be investigated in greater

detail experimentally.

In conclusion, the truncated integration filter does work

properly, but with a loss of low frequency information.  For some
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objects this discrimination may even be desirable if the informational

content consists of fine detail. This is particularly true for

sample phase objects, such as biological specimens which are mounted

on microscope slides that are not optically flat. The discrimination

is also desirable in the readout of thermoplastic recordings which

may be mounted on a backing which contains thickness variations.

Choice of Filter Parameters

Differentiation Filter

The aperture transmittance function for the differentiation

system is defined by   t (*03 = 0( (1(0 -'in') The selection

of the arbitrary constants (2<  and  h(o is described in the

following paragraphs.

The filter bias parameter Xo  is needed to insure that

the modulus of the image amplitude is a positive definite function.

  o  must be large enough so that the bias image term is always

larger  than the maximum negative portion  of  the  ob ject derivative.

This value may be determined by investigating the image of the

sloped edge.  This image amplitude, Equation 2.42, may be written
,

as                                                                                             L  k b x3

f,(\(j = 48(XJ  6- -r                    (2.51)
where

trl,  F
/ f X0  + Dt-  1Reig(%3=lk   ka 1 15, Ik (i + %) (X, + A)]

- 5£[ k (4--1)(xj, A)1- Sitklt , f )x,3   +SLIk(t -  ) AJ j                -

'  tf<U.) SLIARK')) cos  kb&  +  fl·tf (1'. ..,S, <"AffG" )) Cos< 93  +1,1,j      -    (2.52)
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and

IMIg (©] s - C fE--, :t') iCL[ k (t , 4-) Ex,+8)1

.

-C L [k(  - fi)(IA,81 - CO[k (  . f)X,1, Clittfti-I#))0 - 

-

' tr 6- , 1 Sit< 9'1 S ln lt'  ,  i:f  i -:'SL< «8))) 51'11-kt"I' ' (2.53)

The  intensity  in this ivage is given by the square modulus  of the

image amplitude , I:,(13) = < ReIglx,jl 3 + (Irn Eg('(,13)2

In the limiting case where A 4   °°            ,           Irn   E g  (x 3)1 becomes zero

in the spatial region of the edge derivative -86 X3 60..

In the same region, the real part becomes

R' [9(x,fl = ATT i ft  + tll' i . (2.54)

To make this a positive definite function,  XD   must be chosen to

satisfy   f )<o,/2 - bf /<A b     to  account for negative b/4  .

If  A   is  non-infinite,     Irn U (Xj] becomes non-zero. For

edges which are differentiated properly however,
Re 09 (4) 1   , 1 -Lrr, Ifict,11

in the region of the edge derivative so that

Lf, CY,)1 - i (Re[glx,)1)' + (Im[glx,)11']1

F [ (Re [g (x,)])1]    Fl + C I-Ed<431 \Lij 1
L         Re Egu,jj )

ts ((Re [gux,f})  lk .
(2.55)

The required condition is still that Re Ig (x,)3 be positive

definite so that Lfj(,(b)1 - Re I.gc,(333 .If  8

is considerably larger t}ian the width of the point spread function,
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the  last  two terms  in    Re [g (* ,)1 will be negligible near the

center of the edge derivative and may be neglected.  Additional

effects caused by these terms will be spurious and need not be

recorded properly.  The condition on  %8  then becomes

{  f:''bf') <sl[kIP  '*)6'' 63-5,[It t -P)(1'.4-5.,[k d'/}61' 5,[* 11-$3 xla  0.K kb
(2.56)

-AL X3LO
Since for edges of interest     A /f   > b /8 ,  Equation

2.56 is satisfied for all  X3  in this region by the supplementary

condition

FXo  . bfa
1, Abif-2- +

- J-0
k8

(2.57)

The maximum 1)/8 which may be properly differentiated has been shown

to be b/6 =.75 A/f , so that Equation 2.57 finally reduces to

Xo b  .75 A .

A standard differentiation filter has the amplitude

transmittance 1 (Xpj R
)(2 The limitation on the value of  D

simply states that the origin of this standard differentiation

filter must be lateral].y displaced by an amount approximately

equal to the half width of the aperture. This criterion is

particularly convenient experimentally because it allows for a

different iation filter having no negative trdnsmittance  values.

Once a value for  X0  has been selected, the constant ck

must be chosen to allow the desired transmittance values to fall

in a region which is realizable photographically. Altliough the

filter transmittance may be rendered negative by the use of a
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half wave phase plate, it is simpler to use a positive filter

function. To achieve this end, if the maximum and minimum

film transmittance.values are 1 and 6 respectively,m ax min

these Values will appear at the positions  X,= -A, + A

These film limitations define two simultaneous equations for

)(0
and 0< :

0  1 (-h) = 1 C O<
(10 .A) (2.58)OAO-K

13)   1 (A)  » 1.   ·    = « (3.-A).rn I n
(2.59)

'C and   0 must satisfy these equations as well as the

additional condition
X. A  . 16 A Solving the second

equation  for     * o    ,       )<o z (t 1-nin /1() +A Since

this  value  of  0 satisfies the additional. condition X. 2.75-A

for any 4, °<   may be 'chosen from   tmo-i -trn'Ln Z 01« A

i  -6 1max tni r)
0< = -

3. A        '                                (2.60)

Integration Filter

The aperture amplitude transmittance function for the

integration system is defined by

1 (X+J r- 6 8 x4 4 b

1                                                                                  42
b (2.61)

X4
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Once a value for b  has been selected, the maximum width of

the integrating portion of this filter will be

limited by the film dynamic range. The limits of the filter

extent are determined by

1- max   =           =5                      X

b
2 -                   (2.62)4 rnin 6 max

b -4
(2.63)

b

tm i n        =     X   4  maX      -        2-
4  In 0,)( min

Because of these limitations, the dynamic range in frequency

response is given by

wrno-X     -    %4 Inav    _   1- Indi-

LA)  rn I r. )(4 min i ca; n                                                                                                                (2.611  )

where 6) represents spatial frequency. The absolute range of

this band-limited response will depend on the focal lengths

and wavelength of illumination for a particular system, but

its dynamic range limits are set by the transmittance range

of the filter material.
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Chapter III

Experimental Implementation

The system which has been described has been implemented

experimentally. This work forms the major portion of this

thesis and is now described in detail.  Discussion has been

divided into several sections, each of which describes one

phase of the experimental work.

Phase Target Production

Several different types of phase objects were used

as the input to this system. The first sample objects were

phase resolution targets which were convenient for studying

the spatial frequency response of the system. They were

manufactured by exposing a photographic plate to the image of

an air force bar target,,developing the latent image, and then

bleaching out the silver Mith photographic bleach. Because

the emulsion shrinkage is affected by bpproducts of development,

this left the emulsion with a relieved surface contour related

to the original exposure. The bleaching process also gives

rise to internal index of refraction variations, but these can

be minimized through use of a surface relief bleach.

To study differentiation of phase edges of varying

slopes and heights, several different targets were prepared.

Variation in bar height was achieved by changing the exposure.

Variation in edge slope was achieved by imaging the original

%                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         '
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absorption bar target  onto  the emulsion through a small aperture.

By altering the size of this aperture, the resolution limit of

the system could be controlled, changing the edge sharpness. The

apparatus used is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Kodak 649F Photographic Emulsion was used to make the

phase targets. It was processed as follows:

Develop HRP 1:2 5 min.

Wash 10 min.

R10 Bleach 2 min.

Wash 4 min.

Kodak Rapid Fix 8 min.

Wash 15 min.

Dry in still air

The photographic bleach R10 is made by mixing 1 part Sol. A,

1 part·Sol. B, and 10 parts water, where

Solution A--   500, ml. water

20 gm. ammonium bichromate

14 ml. concentrated sulfuric acid

water to make 1 liter

Solution B-- 45 gm. sodium chloride

35
water  to  make   1   ].iter.

Several different phase objects were produced in this

manner. The phase height was varied from a small fraction of

a wavelength through about two and one-half wavelengths by

changing the exposure time, and the range of resolution limits

was 30 to 120 ]-ines/mm. This bleach gj.ves almost completely
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transparent targets (     A D L.0 2       ) for exposures with equivalent

densities of less that 2.0.  For equivalent densities above this

level, a slight residual absorption image remains.

A set of phase steps of increasing height was used as

a sample object to check the system for range of grey-steps.

The target was produced by contact printing a ronchi ruling

exposed through a continuous tone density wedge.  Because of a

slight separation between the ronchi ruling and the photographic

emulsion5 edge sharpness was ·limited.   When the film was developed

and bleached, in the manner already described, it contained a

continuous range of phase steps from half a wavelength through two

and one half wavelengths in height.

A third type of target was desired which exhj.bited a

continuous range of phase from zero through a few wavelengths.

Although the two types of targets already described satisfy

this criterion, their phase varies so rapidly over this range that

the phase functions are essentially binary. Photographic bleaching

was found to be unsuitable for producing a continuous range phase

target because of tb.e, poor low spatial frequency response of

the bleaching process. Instead, targets were produced in the

following manner.  A thin layer of Duco Ceinent was smeared across

a clear glass plate with a microscope slide and allowed to

dry   until   it   was    just   barely hard. At this time a small artificial

pearl (being the cheapest and most easily obtainable small

sphere) was pressed lightly into the surface. This left
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a small round phase depression having a slightly raised lip.

The depth of this phase crater could be altered by using a

different size sphere or changing the amount of applied force.

Although the same technique was tried with other transparent

materials, Duco Cement  was  the  only one which left smooth

depressions without surface cracking.

Spatial Filter Production--Photographic Part

Both spatial filters which are used in this system

contain one dimensional variations in amplitude transmittance

as a function of spatial coordinate. These transmittance

variations were produced photographically with apparatus which

compensates in exposure for film nonlinearities. Two techniques

were used to do this, each one having certain advantages and

limitations.

The differentiation filter was produced using a sliding

mask technique. The experimental apparatus, which is schematically

illustrated in Figure 3.2 contains a uniform slide assembly

driven by a synchronous motor attached to a. lead screw. An

opaque mask having a clear.area in the center is mounted on

this slide assembly and scanned in front of a photographic

plate. When the entire apparatus is illuminated from the

right with a plane wave, a given position on the film will

receive exposu_re for a time proportional to the width of the

clear area of the mask in front of it. By first using a stepped

mask of known width, a callibration plate may be obtained.
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When this plate is processed and scanned with a microdensitometer,

a curve of density vs. mask width is obtained. Since the

desired density function is known, the reduired mask function

may be determined. This function is plotted on a large piece

of chart paper, the region it encloses is cut out, this is

turned over and mounted on a piece of black cardboard, and the

pattern is photographically reduced to the proper size.

Although this technique for mask production is accurate

and simple, great care must be taken to insure mask cleanliness

and uniform density in the clear area. Dust on the mask will

cause streaks in the plate exposure and a non-uniform clear

area will produce an incorrect exposure.

The actual differentiation filters were recorded on

Kodak 649F Emulsion and tray processed in the following manner:

Develop HRP 1:4 1 min.

Wash 15 sec.

Stop 30 sec.

Wash 15 sec.

Rapid Fix 2 min.

Wash 11 min.

50% Methyl Alcohol. 50% Water 5 min.

75% Methyl Alcohol, 25% Water 5 min.

100% Methyl Alcohol 5 min.

Dry in still air
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The mercury arc source was checked for intensity

level before and after each exposure to insure exposure intensity

repeatability. To insure constant development conditions, the

developer was immersed in a temperature controlled bath and

continuously agitated.   A ].ow contrast developer was  used  (PIRP  1:4)

as this created Jess density sensitivity to temperature, develop-

ment time, exposure time, mask width variation, and source inten-

sity. The enhanced film nonlinearities caused by working at

low contrast were no problem because they were compensated by

the shape of the mask width function.

The two differentiation filters used were measured

on a Joyce-Loebel Microdensitometer. The density traces obtained

are shown in Figures 3.3a and 3.3b and the amplitude trans-

mittance functions which may be determined from this data are

in Figure 3.4.  These two filters cover a density range of .1

to 2.25 and an amplitude transmittance range of 8% to 90%.

This variation is across a distance of 6 mm. for one filter and

12 mm. for the other which in this system corresponds to 1 30 lines/

mm. and f 60 lines/mm..

The sliding mask technique is a good one because the

determination of the required mask function is extremely simple

and not susceptible to error. If the mask width function is

CO ( X     , the exposure function it produces is given by

E  (x) =   A  ·  05  (x)                       A=  constant
(3.1)
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This technique has the additional advantage that
 the exposure

at any X position is independent of the exposure
 at the rest

of the X values, Because of this, mask width errors are not

additive but merely form a slight error function
 in transmittance

which oscillates about the proper curve.

Unfortunately, this system is limited in its abil
ity

to produce exposure functions which vary rapidly
 with   .

This limitation is due to imperfect horizontal 
slide motion.

Any wobble of the mask as it traverses the syste
m will blur any

rapidly varying portion of the exposure.  Also, 
alignment of

the mask along the line of motion is very
critical. This

alignment was achieved by observing a straight l
ine portion of

the mask through a mounted microscope containing 
a filer eyepiece.

The mask was rotated until the vertical position
 of the line

remained constant as the mask traversed the syst
em.  With this

alignment, resolution in exposure variations was 
limited to

several fractions of a millimeter.

The sliding mask system has the additional limi
tation

of limited dynamic range in exposure. Since it is desirable

to develop with low contrast, a wide range of des
ired density

values requires a large dynamic range in exposure. Since the

exposure is proportional to the mask width, this
 dynamic range

will be the same as that available in variation of this width.

The system is fundamentally limited in this dime
nsion by diffrae-

tion at the mask edges. If the mask width is much smaller than

a fraction of a millimeter, diffraction will des
troy any rapidly

varying exposure distribution. The dynamic range of exposure
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mask width for this system was about two orders of magnitude

as   .5  mm.   41(.06(1 4 50  mm..

The required integration transmittance function is

i (x)     =   b/x This spatial filter transmittance varies

very rapidly with X over a wide range of density values, so it

can not be produced with the sliding mask technique. The original

instigation for another technique is an article by Kent. In36

this article he suggests that by using a broad source in a

thin film evaporation chamber, a mounted substrate, and a

knife edge placed somehwere between the two, a linear absorption

wedge of aluminum can be evaporated on the substrate. This

result is obtained because the evaporation shadow of the knife

edge created by the broad source is cast on the substrate. The

analogy of this effect can be created optically.  Furthermore,

there is an additional parameter which may also be varied, which

is the width of the source.

The operation of this system is described by the

diagrams in Figure 3.5. The shadow of a vertical knife edge

produced by a point source is a step function, slightly blurred

by diffraction off the knife edge. If this point sou.rce is

broadened  to  a line source  in the horizontal coordinate,  the

new shadow function will be a linear graded step, as shown in

the second diagram of Figure 3.5. This graded step will have

a transition region from zero to uniform 5-llzunination whose

width is proportional to the projection of the line source
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in the shadow plane. If the source is now broadened in the

vertical direction by a width function W(x), (or analogously, if

its intensity is caused to vary as W(x)), the horizontal

width of the intensity transition region will not be affected,

but the shape of the intensity function in this region will

change. By varying the shape of the source width function, the

shape of this intensity curve may be formed to any desired

monotonic function. In particular, if

A (X'   =  Knife  edge diffraction pattern

W (x') = Source width function

E (%1 =   Expos ure function

G = Distance from source to knife edge

b  = Distance from knife edge to exposure plane,

the exposure function will be given by

00

E (x) - f W (x') A (-x-4%1) Ax'.
OB (3.2)

By making a standard step wedge exposure and knowing

the desired film transmittance function, the required exposure

function may be determined. To a reasonable degree of approxi-

mation, Equation 3.2 may then be inverted to find \1\11 (XI')

for this E (x) , taking into account the diffraction pattern

A (x') However, note that
SZ,C.

8 E (A)
-

=  -  -   i,J (x')  A' (-x - %1 ) 8 x' .5%                                   (3.3)-W
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This expression is similar to the convolution equation which

determines the image intensity in an incoherent optical sys-

tem. A resolution limit is thus set on the rapidity with

which the exposure function can change. This limit, which is

determined by the width of A'(x' , , is analagous to the
A/

incoherent image resolution limit. Since the width of t\(x')

is the edge width produced by diffraction off the vertical

edge, inversion of the original equation to find W (x')

cannot be expected to give significantly better results than

a geometrical ray trace approach to the problem, which is

much simpler computationally.

One simple addition to this ray trace approach may be

made however, by examining the diffraction pattern Aix, ,

graphed in Figure 3.6. It is seen from Figure 3.6 that a

good approximation to (x') is a linear graded edge of

width       .       is determined from

S  =        b.hiat b)
20
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It is also apparent from Figure 3.6 that the major effect of

diffraction has been to shift the effective edge position,

defined by the half intensity point, in the plus X direction

by S/4 ·  When only this correction term is considered,

,        d E (x")  1
CA/(X')  = -1

8.X"       i x"  6  - 0  (x' +f)
I

(3.4)

This    expression   may   be   used to determine    \4 (.X'), remembering

that   E (X will be limited by diffraction.

The actual experimental setup is schematically illustrated

in Figure 3.7.  A double source is used with a double knife edge

to produce the required symmetrical exposure function.  A

light shield is placed on axis between the two halves of the

source to prevent exposure overlap. The effective source is

made of ground glass illuminated with a light source and a

condenser. To determine the actual physical parameters of this

system, the condenser aperture is first measured to find the

maximum possible source size. Since the desired horizontal

extent of the exposure region is known, this measurement deter-

mines the maximum possible effective demagnification of the

source, which is given  by  6/0- . A trial plate position  is

then  chosen  and a scanning photomultiplier is place d in  this

position. Since choice of this position effectively

determines b EOL  , and 6/1 has already been determined,

individual values for CL and b can be calculated and the
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appropriate position for the knife edge determined. The actual

source is then moved until it images at this position, and a

full aperture scattering mask is placed in the condenser aperture

with no knife edge in the system. The intensity in the plate

plane is then scanned to determine its profile.  It is required

that this intensity profile be uniform across the desired

exposure region to within a certain criterion which must be

determined. If the intensity variation is greater than this

criterion the plate is moved farther away, the aource refocussed,

and the measurement repeated.

The actual choice of a criterion for the constancy of

the intensity is a compromise. To make it very small requires

that   0.+ b     be chosen large, causing  the  diffraction blur   

to also be quite large. If

C  = CL+ b

ji - Width of desired exposure region

A  = Condenser aperture width,

then A x  =  b A/0- The diffraction limit is determined

from

b  A (O + b) Ac A X6= -SE-- -313
(3.5)

As might be expected, this diffraction limit is set by the

required field extent, the aperture width, and the separation

of the source and exposing region. Since the condenser width

A    is  predetermined by the available aperture,  there  is  a
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tradeoff between field extent, diffraction blur, and constancy

of intensity. The limiting criterion chosen for this experiment

was  AI /'I   = 15%. The developer and emulsion used results in

3 of about 1.5, giving rise to AD = .075 for this criterion.

The film processing is not repeatable to significantly greater

accuracy than this, and since fine exposure detail is desired,

this choice of criterion is a reasonable limit.

With   (1  and b chosen  by  this  procedure, a photographic

plate is mounted in the   plane and covered with a step

tablet. This plate is exposed with the same source. The actual

processing used is the following:

Develop D-165 1:3 4 min.

Wash 15 sec.

Stop 30 sec.

Wash 15 sec.

Rapid Fix 2 min.

Wash 10 min.

50% Methyl Alcohol, 50% Water 2 min.

75% Metliyl Alcohol, 25% Water 2 min.

100% Methyl Alcohol 2 min.

The resulting density is measured with a densitometer to

provide callibration. Since the de sired film transmittance

function is known, the needed exposure function can then be

determined. This function is drawn on a large piece of chart

paper and graphically differentiated to determine the required
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mask width function W(X') This function  /  (X')     is

then drawn on a piece of ground glass and the exterior areas

are covered with black tape. This mask is then inserted in

the condenser aperture and the double knife edge placed in its

appropriate position.

A trial exposure is then made, measuring the source

intensity from the side with a permanently mounted light meter.

After development, the density produced is measured at a

position far enough off axis to be in the uniform illumination

region of the exposure, i.e. outside the geometrical shadow

region. The required density in this region is determined by

the distance off the axis at which the region begins. The ex-

posure time is then readjusted (keeping the source intensity

constant) and successive exposures made until the desired

density is achieved. The parameters of the actual system used

are

Mask half width = 39.5 mm.

Mask height = 80 mm.

G   =   35   cm.

b= 5 cm.

Knife edge separation = 5.0 mm.

  = .125 mm.

The exposure function produced in this system was scanned with

a photomultiplier and found to be accurate to within a few

percent. The actual spatial filter produced was scanned with
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a Joyce-Loebel Microdensitometer to give the density trace of

Figure 3.8.  The conversion of this curve to amplitude transmittance

is shown in Figure 3.9.

This exposure technique has been shown to produce very

accurate and noiseless exposure functions which vary quite

rapidly as a function of X  .  It's limits are set by the

physical size of the condenser aperture, although fine resolution

in detail may be obtained by sacrificing field extent, or vice-

versa. This technique has the disadvantage compared to the

sliding mask technique that data evaluation in the determination

Of \Al   (M' j is much more difficult and susceptible to error.

Spatial Filter Production--Thin Film Coating

The differentiation filter function which is used

contains only positive transmittance values. Because of this,

the entire differentiation filter can be produced photographically

by the methods already described.

The integration filter is another story. Its trans-

mittance function has the form

1 (*43  3 L B  141   4  h

= T)
C %41 & b

(3.6)

This function is negative for  X$ less than -D and has a phase

shift L in the region 1 1 4 1
*b To produce these

phase portions of the filter, a thin film coating was formed

on an optical flat.  This optical flat was mounted in the appa-
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ratus illustrated in Figure 3.10. This apparatus contains two

screw clamps which hold the flat securely to the base. Two

razor blades are attached by screws to the inner edge of each

of these clamps. When the razor blade mounting screws are

tightened, the razor edges are forced against the glass to

form a pressure fit.  The edges were adj usted by trial and

1-

error to be parallel to within - .02mm. and separated by .2mm.,

as was determined using a microscope equipped with a filar

eyepiece.

With the optical flat mounted in this position, the

entire apparatus was inverted and suspended from the roof of

the evaporation chamber.  Aluminum was then evaporated to form

a coating along the narrow space between the razor edges. This

coating was formed by suspending several small aluminum strips

from a spiral heating coil to form a long source. This source

was oriented para].lel to the razor edges and an aluminum foil

edge was placed part way between the source and the substrate

so that a shadowing effect was obtained in evaporating the

aluminum onto the glass.  This technique produced a line of

aluminum which varied in absorption from nearly zero at one end

to almost completely opaque at the other. The purpose of this

was to provide a variab]e absorption for the center region

1%41   4 9 , as the optimum value for 8  is different

for different objects.

With this coating complete, the apparatus was removed
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from the chamber and one of the clamps was removed to expose

half the substrate. Care was taken to be sure the substrate

was not moved during this process, so that the other razor

still remained exactly aligned with the aluminum strip. The

entire apparatus was then replaced in the chamber and a coating

of thorium fluoride was evaporated on the exposed half of the

substrate. Since the purpose of this coating is to provide a

phase difference of 180' between the light transmitted by one

side of the flat and that transmitted by the other side, the

requirement on its thickness is

')\

C n - 1)  1   =   3-,

where n = Index of coating

  .= Thickness of coating.

The optical thickness of this coating, which was monitored

throughout the evaporation process,  is thus given  by

nA
nt -- -

3(n-1, (3.7)

The following coating materials were tried and the

results described.

Magnesium Fluoride--     = 1.38, nt  = 1.82 h

This is a desirable coating material because it is hard and

non-grainy. Unfortunately, because of the low index of refraction

the required coating was so thick that the film surface became

crazed (rough) after evaporation.  Although extreme care was

made to provide slow cooling of the coating by allowing it to
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cool overnight in a vacuum, satisfactory results were not obtained.

Zinc Sulfide-- n =2.34 nt = .87 A

This coating material was seen to scatter a considerable amount

of laser light when placed in the system, so it was determined

to be unsatisfactory. This coating also deteriorated in time

because of absorption of water vapor from the air.

Thorium Fluoride-- n = 1.55 n t     =   1.41  X

This coating material was satisfactory. Because its index closely

matches that of glass however, it was neces sary to monitor the

coating on a separate quartz substrate. The surface was smooth

and hard, and the scattering was less than that of zinc sulfide.

Although the desired transmittance of the aluminum

strip is   ti L E , no efforts were made to evaporate a quarter

wave phase shifting strip.  The phase shift L was instead

provided by the natural phase shift at the interfaces of the

aluminum layer. Since aluminum. is an absorbing material, its

index of refraction is complex so that interface phase shifts

occur. A cross section of the thin film layer in the center

of the substrate is drawn in Figure 3.11 .

glaSS M,7 l./
ne    Thorium Fluor ide

Jibst rafe         / 

no      /   CA,           Cli r
G.ill-minlirr,

Figure 3.11- Thi-ii Film Cross Section
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To determine the transmission coeffiecient in the center region

of the flat, multiple reflections in the aluminum layer may

be neglected because of absorption. The effect of multiple

reflections in the thorium fluoride layer is also negligible

because the percent reflectance at the thorium fluoride--air

interface is small. The transmission coefficient may thus be

approximated by

3 Tr

L T   n,  8X

4.0 = -t, 1.2 e (3.8)

The  t,  and  i2  defined for these equations are the Fresnel

Coefficients for transmission at the interfaces given by

2 no
t= -

'    6, +Ab 1-7r---
A,   + A.:1 (3.9)

The index of aluminum at 6328A is approximately

A

n,   =   1.2   +  l 6.9 8.

L V AX, (1·.1)  - 2 - '6*,(6.92)
tc, --1, t, a              e (3.10)

The overall amplitude transmittance of the aluminum strip

does not drop below 5%, so it is safe to require that

211- (3.11)

-A--       6  X,.   6  . ( \2       Z   3       ,         8  X,    L   .  0 9    A      .

Since this is a small fraction of a wavelength, it is further-

more reasonable to assume that the contribution of the expo-

nential  term  to the phase shift is negligible, the entire phase

.
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shift arising from constant interface values. If the definitions

of the Fresnel Coefficients are substituted in - a-and the expon-

ential is neglected, the final transmittance coefficient is given

by

.1 2-9
.C'-           1  nw ((n<+no) Cn  +rlp) -n22) +  ni ((n< *n,) ni + (n,+n,) nj]

+ CAL E-th,in,+r<6,-n, (n,+ne) . (nwtnel(n,+Ae)-rlf l. ,/

IC (n, +n,)(n,+Aj)- nj')  1-  ((n,tn,)ne ·,(n,+Abne)'].
(3.12)

Since

nel\.5 1      01 2 Z  \ .5     ,   n y  =·  1.2     ,   A I   =  6,9 2,

·Eck   =   -   C 0 2 1 3  +  l 3341. e = OD03tant
(3.13)

The complex transmittance in the center region of the

film is thus given by

ic=  i r  +    L 1
6) (3.14)

where   ty=JIbC   and   6,= 354 6,    0   This  is  to be compared

with the desired transmittance
-La·= C B The object for

the    integration    system   is     f  (1(s -X0 )f  4'6*,j
. The action of

an ideal integration filter on this object will give the image

XB
rs (Xs )   =   4 lx, j  +     0

f



r,7 -,

-,1-

Since the actual transmittance in the center region has a

real portion, the effect of the real part on the image may be

determined by substituting   'B-= 1,L- L.!E r    to give

Fs  (75 5      -     Cl'  2 15)
1--->(01-d      L Mat,1

f         f                       (3.1-6)

The intensity in this image is

1  (xs)  '   { 0 1-x,)  4- x0 62)'  ' NI)' (3.17)

This real portion of the transmittance is seen to merely add

a constant level to the intensity. This addition causes some

reduction in contrast, without affecting the appearance of the

image.

Development with '6=1

649F Photographic Emulsion was used to record the

phase function derivative. This fine grain film was used

because it is .much less ngisy in a coherent system than other

films. Unfortunately, this emu].sion is normally developed with

high contrast, i.e. for gammas between 5 and 10.

Satisfactory  results  were   obtained  at       '8=  1         however,

with D].65.- This is a special Kodak developer whose formula
7

is given by

Kodak Elon Developing Agent 6 grams

Sodium Sulfite, dessicated 25 grams

Sodium Carbonate, monohydrated 41.3 grams

Potassium Bromide 1 gram

Water to make 1000 ec.
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This developer is designed specifically to give low gamma with

high resolution plates.  A sample D VS. Log E curve obtained

with this developer is reproduced in Figure 3.12. This curve

contains a relatively straight linear portion over a density

range of at least 2.2.  To achieve this specific gamma, develop-

ment was checked by inaking a separate step wedge exposure on

each plate. The required development time was about two

minutes, but varied with different boxes of plates and different

developer batches.

Noise Removal

Coherent optical systems tend to produce images which

are very noisy.  Dust particles, scratches on the lenses, and

grease films all scatter light, and since all this light appears

in the image as diffraction patterns, the image appearance may

be poor. This problem is especially bad in this system because

the image produced by the differentiation system is used as the

object for a second system. Because of this, all diffraction

patterns and image noise in the first system will be integrated

in the final result. This integration not only produces

considerable image noise due to the large width of the integra-

tion point spread function, but it also produces patterns in

the second system which are unrecognizable as noise. The eye

can no longer evaluate this light specifically as arising from

scattering. Noise in the integration system is also a bad

problem because a bias level block is used. Since most of the
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background light is removed from the system by this aluminum

strip, the noise becomes very high contrast and especially

important. Special care was taken in this system to remove

the  noise by cleaning the lens surfaces as well as  possible.

Laser mirror cleaning techniques worked particularly well.

Two noise removal techniques are used to remove the

remaining image noise. Noise in the differentiation system is

removed by placing a moving scatterer near the focus of the

collimator. This scatterer adds a slight amount of partial

coherence to the system so that noise in the image is placed

in motion. When observing this moving noise with a time

averaging detector, it will disappear if the averaging time

is sufficiently long. The setup is shown in Figure 3.13.

One effect of this partial coherence is to somewhat

blur the Fourier Transform. The new light distribution in the

transform plane is a convolution of the actual Fourier Transform

with the image of the source in that plane.  Because the dif-

ferentiation spatial filter is slowly varying as a function of

X however, this blurring of the transform will not significantly

degrade the system performance.  A very useful scatterer is a

piece of antiglare glass.  This scatterer provides enough

partial coherence to remove the noise without scattering a

significant amount of light out of the system, as would a

ground glass screen.
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Unfortunately, the rotating scatter can not be used in the

integration system because the transmittance function of tlie

. integration filter varies very rapidly with X Because of this,

any  blurring  of the Fourier Transform  is disastrous. Instead,

a technique suggested by Thomas is used. This technique involves38

placing an optical flat in the diverging beam between the pill-

 ·                       hole  and the collimating lens. This flat is originally oriented

in  a plane parallel  to  that  of the ].enses.    When  it is tilted

about a transverse  axis,  the  illuminating beam  remains  a  plane

wave, but is shifted in angular orientation in a vertical

plane. If this tilting is continuous throughout the obser-

vation time, the light in the system moves around moving the

noise  with  it,  but the image remains stationary.     On  a  time

averages this noise disappears. The use of this technique

is possible because the spatial filter is one dimensional;

when the Fourier Transform is displaced vertically, it sees

the same filter function from any position on a vertical axis.

The setup is shown in Figure 3.14 on page 81.

One other technique for noise removal in the integra-

tion system involves the position and orientation of the blocking

aluminum strip. Since this strip removes most of the light from

the system, significantly better results are obtained when this

light is removed in the first filter plane.  With this position

of the aluminum block, the major portion of the incident beam

strikes a minimum number of dust particles.  Although an
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absorbing strip is desired ideally, the aluminum strip actually used

reflects  most  of the light it blocks. Because  of  this,  an  un-

expected source of noise was discovered to result from back

scattering off the lens in front of the aluminum strip.  The

blocked light is reflected right back into the lens where it

reflects off surfaces or scatters off dust back into the system

where it finally appears as noise. To alleviate this problem,

the optical flat containing the aluminum strip was tilted 5'

about a vertical axis. The light reflected into the first lens

could then be removed with an absorbing card without obstructing

the imaging properties of the system. This tilt will introduce

third order off axis aberrations into the system only if the

small angle approximations do not hold. Since the tilt was

small, this condition is valid. The tilt also slightly changes

the actual phase shift for negative frequencies to

4 aci.al Scoje'
1. o i C -i ) ,

A

a shift which is insignificant.

Another possible technique to remove the back scattered

light is to place the object in the lower half of the object

field. If the top half of the first lens is covered with an

absorbing screen, the reflection off the aluminum strip will

fall in this region and be absorbed.  Although this technique

is satisfactory, it was felt that the aberrations introduced

by moving the object farther off axis were greater than those

introduced by tilting the optical flat.
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Index Matching Oil Bath

To remove the phase portion of the photographically

recorded spatial filters, the plates are immersed in an index

matching oil bath. This involves placing them between two

optical flats and filling the space between the surfaces with

an oil whose index matches that of the emulsion. The choice

of the proper index of the oil must be a compromise. This is

because the developed emulsion does not have a perfectly

constant index and because the glass plate, whose index is

different from that of the emulsion, contains thickness

variations.  A good compromise in index is given by the oil

dibutylphthalate, n = 1.490.  Xylene and toluene may also be

used, but these oils may be harmful to tlie emulsion, causing

it to strip from the backing.  Dibutylphthalate was found to

not harm the emulsion even when the plate was immersed for

several months.

The actual bath used consists of two optical flats

held to opposite sides of the photographic plate by capillary

action. This arrangement is not as convenient as an off-the-

shelf bath in which the plate is simply immersed in a box of

oil.  However, it is felt that this setup is thinner (to provide

less spherical aberration) and less susceptible to phase grad-

ients caused by motion of the fluid in the cell.

The procedure for assembling the oil bath is simple.

First, the optical flats and the photographic.ally recorded filter

are carefully cleaned. One of the flats is then placed in
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half the oil bath mount on a horizontal plane. Three drops of

dibutylphthalate are placed on the flat and the photographic plate

is slowly lowered into it. One edge of the glass should contact

first, the rest of the plate then being lowered until it contacts

the oil. The oil is then allowed to spread by itself to fill

the space between the surfaces. The other flat is placed in

position in an identical manner and the other half of the oil bath

mount is screwed in place.  Alignment is maintained by the tight

contact formed between the plate and the flats by capillary action.

To disassemble the oil bath, this capillary bond is reduced by

placing several drops of fluid around the edge of the contacting

region.  One flat is then removed by sliding it off the side and

the  dibutylphthalate is removed by soaking the parts iii benzene.

System Alignment

A diagram of the differentiation system is reproduced

in Figure 3.13.  This setup, which makes use of Bell and Howell

Aerial Reconnaissance lenses, was mounted on a Technical Operations

five meter bench. The system is aligned by first centering the

beam along the bench axis and then using this beam to center

each element of the system. Each element is then focussed in

succession by looking through it with a telescope at the light

distribution in its front focal plane. The telescope is

focussed at night on a distant red light source.  With the system

completely aligned, the rotating scatterer j.s finally placed at

the focus of the collimating lens and moved toward the object

until the image noise di sappears.
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There is a compromise which must be made in using the

Aerial Reconnaissance lenses for this purpose. These lenses

are corrected for infinite conjugate operation.  Because of this,

when the short conjugate side is placed toward the object, good

imaging results, but the Fourier Transform is convolved with a

somewhat broadened point spread function. This lack of

resolution in the Fourier Transform plane appears as a limiting

of image field. This is the space-bandwidth product well known

in lens design.  For good resolution in the transform plane the

lenses are oriented in the other direction, but the result is '

a limited Fourier Transform field causing limited resolution

in the image. The choice of orientation is thus different for

the differentiation and integration systems. For optical

differentiation, the spatial filter varies slowly with X so that

resolution in the transform plane is less important. The short

conjugates are thus placed toward the object and image planes,

providing maximum resolution. The integration filter, however,

consists of a very rapidly varying transmittance function.

To achieve proper filtering, good resolution is needed in the

Fourier Transform plane, so the lens orientations are reversed

from those used for differentiation.

A diagram of the integration system is reproduced

in Figure 3.14.  Most of the light in this system is blocked

out in the first Fourier Transform plane, so by far the largest

noise contribution comes from the first lens. For this reason
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each of the four lenses is inspected visually for cleanliness,

and the best one chosen as the first element of this system.

With that choice determined, the rest of the system is aligned

and focussed. The exact focal position of the partially trans-

mitting aluminum strip is very important because this strip

is quite narrow. It is first placed approximately in the transform

plane and centered. The diffraction pattern produced by this

strip consists of two separated bands of light.  As the strip

is moved into focus, these bands become further separated and

eventually reach the edge of the field and disappear. The strip

is moved along the bench axis until these bands are separated

by a given measured amount and its position on the bench is

recorded. The strip is then moved through focus until the same

band separation is achieved. This position is also recorded

and the aluminum strip positioned midway between these two

measurements.

A black card is then taped over the first lens, just

far enought in to pick up the reflected beam.  The rest of the

system is then focussed using the telescope. Finally, by

observing the  / l X |  filter, the image of the aluminum strip,

and the object Fourier Transform through the last lens with

the telescope, the three are aligned in rotation and lateral

displacement.

By translating the aluminum strip in the vertical
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direction, its variation in transmission along this axis is

used to select a certain value for B . The proper choice is

determined by examining the image appearance.  With the filter

raised, the strip is highly transmitting so the image contrast

is low.  As it is translated in the negative l.j direction, image

contrast becomes better and better until a certain point is

reached at which the image becomes unrecognizable.  At this

point the biassing is insufficient so that negative image

amplitude terms are present. The filter is then moved up slightly

until the image appearance becomes good. This is the choice

of B  which gives maximum contrast.
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Chapter IV

Data Evaluation

The entire system which has been described was evaluated

by using it to read out several input phase objects. The

resulting images were compared with the actual object phase

variations and the results are described below.

Phase Resolution Targets

The phase resolution targets were produced with R-10

bleach: a surface relief bleach which produces negligible

35
internal index of refraction variations in the emulsion.

Because of this pure relief structure, the surface contour of

the targets is related to the phase on transmission by

 transmission =   <Fl- 1      C relief, where ( ) relief

is the physical contour height of the surface. This is con-

venient because the surface height can be measured in reflection

using an interference attachment to a microscope.

The standard interference attachment which was used

is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.1.  It consists of a

small Twyman-Green Interferometer which mounts in place of the

microscope objective. This apparatus contains a beam splitter

and one reference mirror, the object being the test surface.

When this surface is viewed through the eyepiece, interference

fringes will be seen superimposed on the object, their tilt

and spacing being adjusted by the orientation of the reference

mirror. For a simple one-dimensional object such as a bar,
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the shape of fringes oriented perpendicular to the bar describes

the actual contour of that bar. The interferometer was used

with a white light tungsten lamp source to prevent fringe-

counting ambiguity, and the pictures obtained are reproduced

in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3.  These pictures represent contours

of one bar in each resolution group for two different phase

targets.

To evaluate the interferometer measurement, the picture

(Figure 4.23) is first enlarged (in a drafting enlarger) and a

trace is taken across one fringe. This trace, which is shown

in Figure 4.4 represents a cross-sectional view of the surface

of the phase target. Marks are also made in Figure 4.4 in a

vertical  direction,   one  for  each. successive fringe. The sepa-

ration of these marks represents the characteristic distance

on the picture representative of a one wave length phase shift

in the test beam.  A set,of parallel lines (see Figure 4.4)

are drawn across the contour in the direction of the fringe

orientation  with  a  spacing  equal  to  that  of  the wavelength marks.

If all points where one line crosses the fringe trace are

recorded, they represent positions on the contour having a

given phase height.  A graph of the contour height in wave-

lengths may thus be determined. This graph is shown as the

the solid line in Figure 4.10.  (Note that this procedure is

merely a simple way of callibrating the actual physical height

of the test surface whose shape is described by the fringe
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Interferometer Fringe Patterns

Phase Resolution Target #1
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trace.)  The phase in transmission is determined from

in -1
 transmi,Sfo,i-- C T  (1'09 Gringes) = .3 (*09 Fringes 0

(4.1)

With the phase determined in this manner, the entire

phase imaging system was evaluated by comparing this phase with

the image amplitude in the integration system. The image amplitude

was determined by recording a photograph of the image along with

a step wedge exposure on the same emulsion.  When the density

wedge produced by this stepped exposure was scanned with a

microdensitometer, a callibration D vs. log E curve for the

film could be determined. This callibration curve was used to

relate density traces of the image photograph to the actual

image amplitude.

Photographic recordings taken in the image planes of

the differentiation and integration systems are reproduced in

Figu_re 4.5 and Figure 4.6. These recordings were made on 649F

photographic emulsion and developed for four minutes in D-165·

(Figure 4.6 is actually a positive enlargement of the negative

formed on 649E)  A densitometer trace taken from the set of

bars 3-1 in Figure 4.6 is exhibited in Figure 4.7.  The three

separate traces in this figure were taken with different loca-

tions of the scanning slit along the bars. This figure is a

plot of photographic density vs. distance across the plate.  A

step wedge was also exposed on the same plate by a light box

equipped  with  a red filter. Figure  4.8  is  a  trace  of  the
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the resulting stepped density function.  Since the density of

the exposing step wedge is known, the exposing intensity function

may be found and a graph of density vs. logE for Figure 4.6 and

Figure 4.8 may be determined.  (The log of the exposing intensity

is listed above each density  step in Figure  4.80 This graph  is

exhibited in Figure 4.9.  It provides a callibration so that

the original exposing intensity which produced the density of

Figure 4.6 can be calculated.  The absolute exposure is arbitrary,

but the relative exposure scale is determined from the step

wedge. For this reason the scale has been arbitrarily set at

logE = 0 for the first data point.

Density values may now be read off the trace of Figure 4.7

and the image intensity determined from Figure 4.9.  The image

amplitude is the square root of this intensity. The arbitrary

normalization constant is chosen to make the amplitude bar

height equal the phase height previously determined for one

set of bars. Since this normalization constant represents

the absolute light level in the image, once it is determined

for one set of bars, the same constant must be used for all

others in the same photograph. Since the low spatial frequency

response of the integration system is expected to be poor,

the normalization constant was chosen for the smallest set of

bars.

The dashed line in Figure 4.10 is the final trace of

the image amplitude. It is to be compared with the previously
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determined phase contour of the surface. Since there is no

such thing as absolute phase, the relative phase trace already

determined has been translated along the vertical. axis until

the two curves match as closely as possible.

This same entire procedure is used to evaluate the

rest of the bars on this target and all the bars on another

target of smaller maximum step height. The results are presented

in Figures 4.11 through 4.27. The results are similar for

both bar targets and show the expected characteristics; for

high spatial frequency phase bars, the comparison of the image

amplitude and the object phase is quite good.  For the wider

bars, a distinct edge sharpening is apparent due to the

truncation of the integration filter.

Circular Phase Depressions

The transmission phase of the circular phase depressions

could not be measured in reflection because little is known

about the internal index changes of the Dico €ement due to

compression by the depression-forming sphere. Instead, a

transmission interferometer was used to measure the phase.

3d
The idea for this technique is due to Sommargren. It involves

translating the phase object in front of t}ie image of two

coherently illuminated pinholes. The diffraction pattern

formed by these two pinholes contains a cosine function whose

lateral position is determined by the phase difference between

the pinholes. If this position is measured as the phase object
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detail is translated across one pinhole, it gives a direct

measure of the object phase.

A diagram of the setup used is reproduced in Figure

4.28. The fringe position is monitored with a bench microscope

equipped with a filar eyepiece. The pinholes are imaged onto

the phase object, one in the region of phase detail and one in

a nearby smooth area.  Although it is preferable for the

reference pinhole to not traverse the object at all, this was

inconvenient with the available apparatus. The effect of imaging

the reference through a smooth area of the target will be at

worst the measurement of object phase detail superimposed on

a slowly increasing or decreasing function.  This function may

be estimated and subtracted from the total phase function to

give the correct result.

When using this technique to measure the circular phase

depressions, centering was achieved by first moving the test

pinhole to the apparent center of the spot and then adjusting

its x and y positions to give a minumum phase reading for both.

Traces were than taken in both directions across the depression.

The phase of the circular depressions as measured with

the two point scanning interferometer is represented by the

traces in Figures 4.29 through 4.31.  The smooth curves drawn

in Figures 4.29 through 4.31 were subtracted from the phase

readings to give the actual phase in Figures 4.41 thorugh 4.46.
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The coherent derivative of the circular phase depressions

is reproduced in Figure 4.32 and the integral in Figure 4.33·

The actual spatial width of the depressions is misleading, as

this width is too broad for proper integration with the truncated

filter. To circumvent this problem, a demagnification of 4.5x

of the derivative was effected in making a contact print. This

demagnified derivative was used as the input to the integration

system to give the results shown.

It is unfortunate that the dark surroundind line on

the derivative was drawn for orientation Turposes, as this

line a].so integrates  to add extraneous terms  to the image. These

terms are slowly  changing  and  must be subtracted out. Micro-

densitometer traces were taken in the x and y directions across

three of these spots. The traces were made to traverse the

maximum density region pf each spot by centering the scanning

spot in both directions before scanning. The recordings made

are reproduced in Figures 4.34a through 4. 39h. These density

recordings were callibrated to give exposure readings in a manner

exactly similar to that used with the bar targets. The callibra-

tion D vs. log E curve is presented in Figure 4.40.  The amplitude

traces determined using this callibration are presented in

Figures 4.34b through 4.3913.

To subtract the slowly changing term from the image,

a smooth line was drawn across the base of each amplitude trace.
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The height difference between this line and the data values

was then used to represent the actual exposure amplitude.

The subtracted base lines are drawn with the amplitude traces

in Figures 4.34 through 4.39.  An identical normalization

constant was chosen for all spot traces and the final results

are drawn alongside the actual phase height measurements made

with the interferometer in Figures 4..41 through 4.46. These

traces show that the phase readout process is not at all binary

but exhibits a continuous amplitude response from zero through

a number of wavelengths.

Graded Phase Steps

The phase of the series of graded steps was measured

with the interference microscope attachment. Several pictures

were taken (Figure 4.47), each one overlapping the next so that

a continuous phase trace could be made. One single trace was

then recorded as the solid line in Figure 4.51.

The image exposure was also measured; the density

trace is Figure 4.48, the callibration D vs. LogE curve is

Figure 4.49 and the amplitude trace is Figure 4.50.  This

amplitude trace is seen to have a constant median bar height,

the total bar height increasing from one step to the next.

The base leve]- of the bars decreases slowly as a broad randomly

varying function superimposed on a linear taper. This randomly

varying function could arise from image noise or thickness

variations in the glass backing of the phase target. Since the
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interferometer would measure neither of these offects,  this

random function has been subtracted out and the base of each

bar set at zero for comparison with the phase trace.  With the

normalization constant determined, this amplitude trace is

compared with the pliase trace in Figure 4..51. The traces agree

quite well with the exception of slight differences in bar

height due to noise or failure to locate the density trace and

the phase trace on the same position of each bar. This result

especially shows that the photographic recording of the derivative

was performed with the proper gamma.

Limitations of Coherent Differentiation

The phase object derivative of Figure 4.52 is an experi-

mental verification of the limitations of coherent differentiation

applied to phase objects as discussed in the analysis section.

This derj.vative was formed from Phase Resolution Target #1 with a

differentiation filter which extended over a range of 130 lines/mm.

(See Fig;u:re 3.4). The phase edges were too steeply sloped to be

differentiated properly with the broad point spread function

characteristic of this narrow filter. The same filter worked

properly however,   to   give   the   results of Figure   4.18 for Phase

Resolution Target #2, which had less steeply sloped edges.

Although actual traces have not been made across the derivative

of Figure 4. 52, its appe.ara.nce is quj.te similar to that represented

in   Figure   2.33,   which  was   calculated   for   approximately   the   same

edge slope and point spread function.  When a broader differen-

tiation filter extending over 360 lines/imn. was placed in the

system,   tlie correct derivative of Figure   4.5 was obta.ined.
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Chapter V

Application To Microscopic Phase Object

Although the apparatus previously described was

designed for a resolution range of 1 to 45 lines/mm., an attempt

was made to observe a pure phase biological specimen. The

specimen was a slide containing dragon fly liver cells immersed

in water, an object which exhibited large phase variations.

Differentiation was achieved by using the setup of Figure 5.1,

in which a 96X microscope objective is used to form an enlarged

image of the object.  This image is used as the input to the

differentiation system. The only additional alteration of the

original system involves a displacement of the spatial filter

to the new Fourier Transform plane, which is located where an

image of the source is formed.

Diffraction-limited performance was difficult to achieve

with this crude setup, so that substantial image amplitude

variations were present even with no differentiation filter

in the system.  An attempt was made to remove these amplitude

variations through photographic division as described on pages

30-31.

The experimental results are disp]-ayed in Figure  5.2

and Figure 5.3. Figure 5.2a is the original derivative fi (%3)

Figure 5.2b is
1//(02 (K))& , and Figure 5.3a is the final phase

object derivative.  This last derivative (Figure 5.3a) was

integrated to produce the result of Figure 5.3b.  Although the
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shapes of the cells show up in this result, the picture is

condiderably blurred. This blurring arises from extraneous

amplitude terms in the derivative. When these terms are imaged

with the brbad point spread function of the integration system,

they appear very blurred in the final image. This problem could

be considerably lessened in a number of ways which are described

in Chapter VI, but this work was felt to be beyond the scope

of this thesis.
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Chapter VI

Future Work

Improvement of Present System

The experience gained in doing this experiment has

generated a number of ideas of ways in which it could be improved.

One simple improvement would be the use of multilayer antire-

flection coatings on the elements of the first lens of the

integration apparatus. This would eliminate the necessity to

tilt the optical flat to prevent light reflected off the aluminum

strip from back-scattering into the system.  Although tilting

this flat introduces no third order aberrations if the tilt

is small (as it was for this system), residual fifth order

aberrations are still present.

The spatial filters could be made through thin film

coating rather than photographic recording. These thin film

filters would be less grainy than the photographic film,

introducing less noise into the system.  A greater dynamic range

in transmission could also be achieved allowing for a greater

spatial frequency range. Production of the thin film filters

could be accomplished by evaporating aluminum onto a glass

substrate. Thickness variations in the aluminum coating could

be produced by using the evaporation analogue of the knife

edge shadowing technique used to produce the photographic

integration filter·.

In the enlarging setup used for the microscopic work,
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the object Fourier Transform lies not in a plane but on a curved

surface.  Because of this, it may be advantageous to form the

spatial filter on a curved glass which contours this surface.

It is intuitively felt that since the differentiation filter has

a slowly varying transmittance function, its failure to lie on

the curved transform surface will not significantly alter the

filtering operation.  However, further theoretical analysis of

this situation would be useful.

One very significant problem with the apparatus used

was   curvature of field  in the image plane caused  by  the  high

magnification. Since a flat photographic plate was used to

record the derivative, a significant portion of the image

may have been out of focus. Although this field curvature

was perhaps not large en'ough to cause focus problems for

incoherent light, when coherent illumination is used the

focus criterion becomes very severe. To circumvent this problem

it will be necessary to either record the derivative on film

contoured to fit the curved field or to restrict viewing to

a narrow region of the field.  Another alternative is to design

the optical system to give a very flat field.

A wide source could be substituted for the point

source. This will not only increase the system resolution but

will also help to remove noise. In addition, use of a wide

source would significantly alleviate the problem of out-of-

focus phase variations iii the object. These out-of-focus
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variations introduce image amplitude variations which somewhat

obscure the phase function derivative. These extraneous ampli-

tude variations would be considerably smoothed with a broader

source.  Since the broadening of this source limits the coherence

of the system, the requirement on its maximum size must be that

the coherence function in the object plane be broader than the

extent of the image area over which interference is desired.

Remembering from the shearing interferometer analogy that this

region has a width equal to that of the unfiltered system

point spread function, the requirement on the source size is

that its image not overfill the objective aperture. This is

hardly surprising, as overfilling the aperture is a rule of

thumb for incoherent imaging. To form a good contrast image,

the source should be considerably smaller than this limit.

The monochromatic laser source may be replaced with

a broad-band white light lamp. This will alleviate the problem

with out-of-focus portions of the phase object, reduce optical

noise, and also render the image considerably easier to view and

interpret. Since ech spectral element of' the source forms its

own coherent image, the action of the differentiation filter

will not be affected.  Achromatic optics will of course be

necessary.

Optical differentiation is limited in application

to phase variations of less than a wavelength across the width

of the point spread function. For this reason, it is very

important that bnaging be achieved in a near-diffraction-limited
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situation with as high a numberical aperture as possible.  A

high resolution objective should be used, with low magnification

achieved through use of a low power eyepiece. Because of the

critical focus position characteristic of coherent systems, a

very fine focus should also be available.

One final improvement which may be made involves the

sample preparation. Since out-of-focus portions of the phase

object is one of the major limitations of the system, great

care should be taken that the samples are as thin as possible.

The samples will still be very large phase of course, but

should be physically quite thin. The same techniques used in

sample preparation for phase contrast work are applicable.

Additional Techniques

This thesis has attempted to analyze in detail one

technique for quantitative visualization of large-variation

phase objects.  Since the conception of this idea, several

other possible techniques for achieving the same result have

become evident.

Video Integration

One of the drawbacks of the present system is the

necessity to expose a photographic plate, develop it, make a

contact print, and reimage this in the final system.  It is

desirable to achieve the same end result in real time without

the necessity to wait for photographic development.  Unfortun-

ately, this can not be done entirely optically bacause an
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intermediate nonlinear process is required between the differen-

tiation and integration steps. This nonlinear process could

be effected by introducing a moving scatterer in the image

plane of the differentiation system.  The resulting intensity

distribution transmitted by the scatterer could then be integrated

incoherently by convolving  it  with a knife edge. However,

incoherent convolution of this sort has poor resolution.

Another more promising possibility is the use of a video

system to obtain the nonlinear process. If the derivative

image is allowed to fall on the surface of a vidicon, the output

signal will be proportional to the derivative intensity.  This

signal may be fed into an electronic integrating circuit and

the output used to modulate a scanning electron beam. This

beam can then be-used to scan an emulsion or a phosphor surface

(TV) to provide the desired output.  If the TV is used, this

output may be seen in real time.  Electronic integration

circuits are commercially available, as they are widely used in

analogue computers. The only drawback of this system is the use

of electronic video apparatus with its characteristic limitations

in grey scale and resolution.  However, the real time aspect

of such a system is very attractive.

Differentiation  With A Shearing Microscope

It was noted in the introduction that the shearing

interference microscope exhibits an j.inage amplitude proportional

to the derivative of the object phase. This image could be

recorded on film and used as the input to a coherent optical
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integration system or integrated using a video system. Although

the apparatus involved is much more complicated and difficult

to adjust than a simple differentiation filter, it has several

advantages over it.  First, because interference microscopes

are production items, no detailed development work is required

for the first stage process. Second, since the amount of shear

can be varied at will, the fundamental limitation of the spatial

filter technique to not-too-rapidly varying phase objects could

perhaps be overcome.  Whether the additional variability obtained

surmounts the difficulty of adjustment in the use of this

technique will depend upon the actual class of objects to be

studied and upon the sensitivity of the instrument.

Holographic Integration

The integration process may also be performed in a

different manner with the aid of an extra photographic step.

The ideal spatial filter to perform integration has the trans-

mittance i (x,) » D/x4 .  An amplitude distribution

proportional to this function may be created simply by forming

the Fourier Transform of a half wave phase step. Because of

this, the integration procedure may be performed in the following

way.  The derivative is recorded on photographic film to produce

a transparency whose amplitude transmittance is

%0

i  (1 3, 9 5)    2    4%,   (X„t.f,j     +    -1 -  .
(6.1)

When this transparency is placed in the front focal plane of' a
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lens, a half wave phase step is placed next to it, and both are

illuminated with a plane wave, the amplitude distribution in

the Fourier Transform plane will be

L k_1i8
f-4  VV , 4) S C t, (XV.y.,1*))S(xl)J(9417 , )t-X,  e   f   .     (6.2)

8=4 coordinate location of the phase edge

The intensity distribution is the square modulus of this.

I.4 (14.,j») - C  1 ¢'. (14.g,) +1  6 (x.l) J (94jl« +  1 -
41T1 Xv

C C       i-
-

7        ·   k x48

- + 3-TTiI  l CAL  (X#, 94)  t  f' S (x#) S Ly,).1  6 6  --r

 C r JI
.

- L k x48

I  -    3 %,[    (Px   (*.1  , 9,)  +   t  JI<x,) s (g,)le             +
(6.3)

The fourth term of this intensity is

C C ..'
-i  k *4 li

I4 (xi.g, ) = -Jux, 1_4).' (x  u ) +   Slx.,1 S(94)] e     f
,%      4., )4 .  (6.4)

When this intensity is recorded on film with Y = 2, the amplitude

transmittance is proportional to the intensity except that the

delta functions are density saturated.  When the transparency

is placed back in the focal plane and illuminated with a plane

wave, the Fourier Transform of the fourth term is

45(X'.95)63"*' I&( 15-8, 95) t' ].   F=constant                 (6.5)

This is the desired phase function image centered about the
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point (B, 0,).  If the spatial extent of   is less than t 8/3. 5

this term will be spatially separated from the other image

terms.  This is a pseudo-holographic technique because the phase

step Fourier Transorm is added to the phase function derivative

Four ier Transform, and the cross product formed by photographic

recording.

This technique has the disadvantage that it requires

another photographic step. It also has the problem that the

Fourier Trans forms         (X) , l.j,;1        and   6,6 Ir
><4 vary over a

wide range of values, so that it will be difficult to expose

entirely in the linear region of the film D vs. logE curve.

(This problem might be circumvented by also adding a large plane

reference wave.)  This technique has the advantage that the

function l/STr X4 is formed automatically to within the limit-

ations set by the point spread function of the lens, without

any truncation except that due to film saturation.

Phase Compensation

The differentiation system produces an image amplitude

distribution of the form

x„  3          L k 46)13 , 93 )
f,  ( ,t"  9, )     =        (  (1)    (-x,, -4 ,)       4      -F         g

(6.6)

In the present SyS tenl, the phase portion of this term is

removed by photographic recording. The phase portion may also

be removed by holographic compensation. If the differentiation

filter is removed from the system and a direct image of the
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phase object is formed, the image amplitude is

f,(% *   4  3                              =     e

lk4(-%3,-113)

v no fi 'kr (6.7)

Holographic recording of this phase function will produce a

transparency having the transmittance

1(x,93), R* R +1 +R'e
.

+Re
*   a k 4(43 -g,) -Lk*(-Kj,-931

(6.8)

R = reference wave

If the differentiation filter is now replaced in the system,

the  derivative  of the phase object is formed  in the iniage plane,

and this hologram is placed in the image plane, the amplitude

transmitted by the hologram will be

' 1          X.\  Lk t(-4,-g,)

44(13,11,16  =    C  **   L-x'.-11,)   +  r )
e t.(x#qi).

(6.9)

Since the fourth term of· the hologram transmittance is the

complex conjugate of the phase function, it cancels the phase

variation to give

f. (I  U ) ,  (4),< &*3,4,)    '  f  )   R   .
0        3,  1 3 t l411, term) (6.10)

If the reference is an off axis plane wave, this term will be

spatially separated from the others in the Fourier Trarsform

plane. It can thus be separated out and used as the direct

input to the integration system.
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This technique of phase compensation has two desirable

features:  Firstly, the only photographic recording is holo-

graphic, so that the processing control required is considerably

relaxed compared to that necessary to give .8 =t Since a

large reference is added to make a hologram, the limited dynamic

range of the film is no problem.  Secondly, no certain value of

the bias level  X0 is required to make the derivative positive

definite  as   it  was   in the original system,  because no photo-

graphic recording of the derivative is required. The major

limitation of this technique lies in the alignment of the

hologram recording to exactly cancel the phase function.  This

could be a significant problem if any emulsion shrinkage is

involved.

Holographic Subtraction

The same linear relationship between image amplitude

and object phase may be produced through two-wavelength holo-

graphic subtraction.  If an image plane hologram of the phase

pbject is recorded with illumination having a wave number  k + Ak

and an off-axis reference, the resulting hologram transmittance

will be

1(*,9) r I ae +be
i (k+Ak) (10(. 93

i.(k+Ak)Xsine   3

L (k+Ak)(*(x,Y) - X sine)

=  a°  + bl + abe

-L (k+ 8k) C 0(x,y) - X -sine)

+ ab e                         -                 (6.11)

Cl,b = relative amplitudes of' object and reference beams
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When this hologram is illuminated with a plane wave reconstruction

beam of wave number k at an angle B and the image produced is

superimposed on that of the phase object itself, the resulting

amplitude distribution is

LE    Lk 0(£9) r I.(1<+610(6(x,y)-xsine)

a(x.9) ,  C e e -   [(2 + b' +  a b e

-L (k+Ak)(4,<93 -*sine)7   +Lk x sine'
+ abe J e

(6.12)

  = relative amplitude of direct image

6 = relative phase shift of direct image

1

The reconstruction beam angle 8 may be chosen to satisfy

ksine' = Ck + Ak) SinG.
(6.13)

3<,

The first and fourth terms of this amplitude distribution then

reduce to

E  6-                               L  A k   4(x,y) 1 C k 4,(x,y)

0·t,f (x.11)=ICe -abe je
(6.14)

Since the wavelength difference between the hologram exposure

and the final illumination is arbitrary, it may be chosen small

enough that                                        '

bk 4 (x,tl) 41 211- (6.15)

for any particular phase variation 4,(1,9) With this

choice  of  A k   ,  the  exponential may be approximated  as

e                                             Z       1         +       2    A k     (b  (x I l.j i

L Ak 4(x,g)

(6.16)
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so that

Ck tow)
a.,I,6X, 9) = EC (05 S -ab + 6 (CsinS-abbl, 4)(X. g)))2     .(6.17)

0, ,  b  , g  ,  and  C   may now be chosen  to  give

Ccos 8-ab=o, ab=ccoss. (6.18)

c  is chosen to make Sing J   COSS  so the resulting

image intensity will be

I,,,(x,93- e[SinGS-,osinscosS Ak 46 ,9)3 (6.19)

The phase object has thus been imaged as an intensity variation

with a one-to-one correspondence between image intensity and

object phase.

This technique is easy to implement because techniques

for holographic subtraction have been developed. It has the4o

additional advantage that the resolution limitations which apply

to the differentiation technique may not apply here. The only

disadvantage of this technique is that for microscopic work, the

resolution problems which arise from coherent speckle become

significant. This is the same limitation which applies to any

form of holographic microscopy.

Evanescent Readout

One additional technique for imaging of large-variation

phase objects relates to surface relief contour phase objects
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only. This technique is called evanescent readout. It involves

the use of frustrated total internal reflection to read off a

relieved surface contour as an amplitude variation across a

plane wavefront.

When a plane wave is totally internally reflected from

a plane boundary, the amplitude distribution at the surface

has two components.  One is a traveling wave, which constitutes

the reflected beam, and the other is an exponentially decaying

field on the opposite side of the boundary. If a refracting or

absorbing surface is placed near the outside of this boundary

within a few wavelengths of it, a portion of the totally internally

reflected light will be absorbed or refracted at this surface

so that the amplitude of the reflected beam is reduced. The

amount of amplitude reduction is proportional to the separation

of the two surfaces.

If a relieved surface contour is placed against the

boundary, an amplitude distribution related to this surface

contour will be superimposed on the totally internally reflected

plane wave. The exact functional relationship between the

reflected amplitude distribution and the surface contour depends

on the surface composition. However, the relation tends  to

be exponential. This is useful because the relief height of a

photographic emulsion is approximately proportional to the

log. ar ithm of the film transmission. Because of this the

reflected amplitude distribution will be similar to that which
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would result from passing the beam through the film.

This technique may be useful because it allows the

input of photographic information to a coherent system. Since

the light need not pass through the film,not only is an index

matching oil bath not needed, but scattering within the emulsion

will not be a problem. Low noise performance may be expected

with the additional advantage that large amounts of data may

be processed in a short time since an oil bath is not required.

This could be particularly valuable for high resolution work

such as holographic data storage.
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- Appendix I

Image of Phase Object Derivative in Integration System

An integration by parts which will be useful throughout

this appendix is first calculated

R sint(XS+%3)%4

'Let·        U.  r   5      --   A 4            - d x 4 AV i  f ' (x>)8.K>
b

krA   k
du. =T) COST (*stx3)x.1 8%4 V - f (X3 

D
t A

Sin  f·   C Xs+  K 3)  X4      2 +

Xs  +  X 3             -    l
D

      tinik(Xs+X3)A - Sin (Xs,)( ) b \

XS   -1-  X 3

k A                   i   kb

= + T sinc   (xs,x,) A) - T Sinc(1 (Xs'Xs) b)

F                                                     Ab

    F' (13) d.x  Asin (Xstx,)>(4  clx4  -   %(F)    sint-(XS+F)x
6     14

-9 Cl X4
-F

9

- f C-[)f sint (,9-f)-Ait di.t - t %(M,)lAsinc t (Xs'K,)A -PSInc ()6,13)0 b X4

, r f(f) 5£(  6)6+F)Al - SE(  (Xs,F) D)-]

f (-F)[52 (t(xs-F)A) - SL(fk (4 -F) b) 

-   f  1-'f (x,)  [A sinclt   exs'%,) A)-b  sinc(t (xs+13) b)]   Ax,-F
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Term #1

S           A

3-er m 41'1 = 0 11 Df .' dx, f  5.in  (1(5'X,) X4  dxq
-9           8        X4

--T- L= 2 Lb)(9 F F   Si. (f (xs+F) A) - 511,(  (Ks'F) D)

+   S E (F k(X S- F)   A)    -   5 6  (t  C)(s-F ) b)j

F

- A f X3 E A sinc (4 L xs 'lt,)A)- D SiAC(*LA,+X,) D)1 Cl·)(j 
-P

F                                      Fk

S X3 sinct (35+X3)Adx3 - f SinT (xst)(3')A C'*3
-F                             -s     gk A

- )( ( Sint.(XS+131, 81(35J
-F           (Ks  t)(31 A

2 - (-£ )' [Cost (%5'OA- Cos#(16-F) AlkA

-txs [Si.(t(Xs,F)A) -56 (ik (X,-t'jA)]
S

1

f \21

j Xbsinc p(Xstx,)bdx, 3 -le) [Cost (Xs'"F)b-Cost(Xs-F)iII
-P

_i   X -  [S L (f· (1(stf) b)  -   SE (1 (xs-F)  D)-1kb  b

*        2 c bx*  Fr  r        k

Terrn I =  4   [F   5£(Tilts FF)A)- SE(· (XS+F)D)

+ SL(t(Xs-f)Al -Sl(ke (Xs-F)8)f

+ 11, (-th)>  ieos   (.)ts, F) A- cost (xs- F) A]

+ X5 956(t(X ,F) A) 7 56(- -(*5 -t')193

Dk 1£)3  cos  (Xs,F) b - cos   drs -F) b]f Lkg)

-*s [sl(1(X,ti,)8)- SLLt (X,-F)01]J
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Term #2

At'
,

Term  #,2   -12<  D  ' C-X>,-X,) (1.Ki  - sin<  Exs,%3) x.- Ax. Xt
-S             D

= Od 5  -4 (-F,-1:1,) 5 6(t (X,s,f) A)-32   0:,+F)b) -

+ (1) (S, -9,)15.4(t(%4-F)R) - SE (F  (XL,-F)b  f
F

k  F k

+  r_19  Gk, ,-43)1111 s inc -t (Xs 1-XJ) A - D sine) ots,X,)b ,1#j 

Term #3

9           D -4

Te.,- rn *3   »   E  B f 4' 24„-9,)3*3  -1  e                             dx,

F      L 2 C)(5+V3) X4

-F -D

= 2- CBbf 4< (-X>,-9,) Sinet(Xs +XD D 8*3

Term #4
./

F b
C   CMS +X,) *4

Term  .4    =     L B i     '   d  x,       f
e 0       d x4

-b

ai.Bb)<0 (F sin   (>(, +X))b- d *3
1

-F                        -1                     ji.     C is  +1( , )b

3.6 Bx. i Si. (t (Xs ''F)D) - 5 8 (1 (Xs- A) b)Jk

i
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Appendix II

Point Spread Function of Differentiation System

Ad(x,g) - Point spread function of filtered aperture

68 (X',99 =   "4 (Xe- x' ) = Aperture filter amplitude
transmittance

Xo = Constant

(X ; 9 1 = Aperture coordinates

k  = Wave number of illumination

f  = Focal length of lenses

 (, 9 )    =
Image plane coordinates

A  = Aperture half width (square aperture)

A       A
1

1 Eft(xy'+993

Ad(x,11) =id<Ildy' 11(%09 } 8
= ex-f   x, f 8 9 ' (M  -X',1 e' f (,%'.9 9 9-A   -A

kxy'  "  A      : k Ax'

= 3 « A sina{»-)1 X« f eL 732- f  X' e. T  dx'-1-A A        . k xx'

= De< A sinc ("kt.9-) I2x0 A sinc(AGx) -f x e   +  dx' J
1 L-

-A

The integral may be calculated through integration by parts.

.kxx'
l r

Let        LL p X' dv = e
k xx'

du.= dx V= e -

L -r

.A              LAX
A      · kxx' i kxf' j 7-- rA    i  k xx,

f  X '6 4 T d x'  5    51   e     , JR
-f-\  e    f   Ax '

-A
ikx ZA

3        .    /kAXI    OAn  5,ndkf-B )2  2. -  costAC-l-Fj - -i
(%%A),1

ASIX,y)» 4« A' sinc(k· Y) ti  Slne(k ')

f   ·   t kAX)_ Sin(9) 3 1+    L  C C.051 nel -F            -
»AX)3  / -1
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Appendix III

Image of Phase Edge in Differentiation System

F = Half width of object

i(YD = Complex image amplitude

f, (X,) = Complex object amplitude

Alix) = Differentiation point spread function

For a square aperture, the point spread function is

separable, so that a one dimensional treatment will provide

the interesting detail.

F

f, (x,) 2 j ·11(x.)- Ad (x,+ x,) (1.x,

4  ty,)   -      12  « A'   -ff,  (x)   -t    s i n c  C   k(Y,1.)  A  )

k (1(. + x,) A

4  2   (Cosine (Ii<X,fiL)A)   _     Sin          ,  f     -    )J   (Ily.

(k (x,+I) A.)0     , J

I, and     -I a   may be defined  as

F

k(X3 +xi) A

1, (X,) = f f. (x, ) 'Sinc (       f     - )  dx,
-S

v                                 kly +X JA

k(x,tr,)A \   / Sin    34-,
, 1, (13) -f f,(1,) CO3irtal   f  -'-1   kix .Ki  '2   jdx,

-,                   . ( »3)
so that

r,(15) = siof A E x„I, (13) + L A I, (.x,)]
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The object function
.F,  dx, ) is defined as

fi (1(,3  2 1 X,ZO
k x. b

Ze OLX,LA
Lkb

=e Xi 38

If the function f,F  (x, ) is derined as equal to the function

4(*,
-r LV L ron the interval    r - A, - r and as zero for all

other  ' ,   , the Fourier Transform of  I, (1,1 is determined

from

I,   C LO)--4 F
/kA \

nk A     ,F (- LO)   BOX C  f  i

' k A)                               k A
SOX (T)    1 0 iwi 3 -r

= '                       1 l.0 l    ·ti 

00

F         c .  .A   =     (    f         CK,)    e

L (.0 X.

\ s \u-'' 1 J .0  \F
Clx,

r0 6,0,(, 6            L   k b x,              L wx,

-)   e       ,   A x, +      e            e          8*,

b

-9                                         0

Ckb /  il.OX,

+ e    l e     dx,
-ELOF

  ((0 +  tl )  6

3 -1-  - -0          +  -€                          1
C le Lub L  (08  +  k.b   j                  -      C( . LO  '1. -1 'PJ

6 /

Ckb Llo L k b         c w  6

+ €e .e   e .
6 63 C LO

.
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GO

Er--, -6 WX3
I,(%33 = j I,(LoJ e de

_CA

ILA

f rf
C LJ F . 

Z
5 K >kA  [ -6 1 (1-e

f

---    C ev(ks-U>&)-1)
+ 6-(lib -i«)

 »it6 ( e
-Al.o F

-  C  w   A   \    1           - i LJ X 3       1-- e ).le a Lo
L uj

The six terms in this integral may be labeled  in succession

as  I,'    ,   I,"      ,   I,"'    ,   I,tv   ,   I,V , 1,  , and eachand
-r VI

calculated separately.

ISA

I,

1   Cg

= - 1 -e-     di.'.+2 [C £(145)-CE<-415)2 68          L  Le
S

-  L    S L l *' )  -  5 6  (- k-t  )    
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LA

11

L=ix : dw  -  -3 si C
-Llo (X3 -F)

, k A (Ki-FJ  
A LLO f

4

The image region of interest may be assumed to be well away

from the edge of the field so that

TSL  (  k A (<5 -s) ) A

il

I,      1  -rr"
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11,     r F -ile CK3 +A)
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kA
-r        - 6 00 (F+ %9

1 7         L  C -9 . c   k A  (F+

-L l d co  =  as, C         f   W )
fliB

(-13

F

-rq 'v

1, Z -FT-

kA

-r 41   _    I      f  T      - E t.0 l,St
6)

d u) p - JSL  l k A (x,t 6)
1,     - T  C      '9 Le   -                                               ffkA

f

I, (x,) = 3' ; .[I,'+1,"+I,meab + I," + I.'eckle 'I,vie,1'bj

I, 0(3 ) » 34A - -rr f J SL 1 -r ) + d   l-rl- -2 52(118.9 )))
/ k Ax31 L kb c

-

--l It'  E
-le

tcE [ k (M + f )(13+Ail -CE[k(A - 0)(13,4

-CL Ik(4 .f") 1,1    +  Ca[k(k-f)%,3

+  d   [5£ [k(12  +6(x,+ 5)3   -  St[k(f  -f)  (I'.6)]

- SLIk(·t- , f Jit,3  + Se[klk- - f) x,l  f -
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I, (x,) = f f, (M,) [cosinc (k.('t.':,)A )

s i n      k  CK, )(, )  A   

-  i«ig')A ),        1    dwi

This integral may be calculated through the use of

integration by parts.

/k(x +4)8\    sin (k(x,+x,JA 1
Let       u- -  f, (x,) d v Fcosinclp     )- 7kc,t.,4,A ii

C.   F .1

dll=  f,' (x,) V--   A  Sinc { lit,,tX,) Aj
f

I»(x,)  - f, (F)   sinc ('«FlA)

k (x#-F) A
-1-   f,  (-F)    S i n C  < -                )k A               f

S.

-6 f f.'Cl,) Sine.("C'+Fx,)A)Clx
-F

The first two terms of this expression have significant value

only near the edge of the image field and may be neglected.

ck(x + x )A
I»  (X j  =- A.  i f,' (M , )  Sinct         .    ,      )   d x,
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The derivative of the edge phase function is the function

f l' (x, )   = O
. XLO

Axb

I.k b      L T
Z Te n LY L A

V        "           W

= 0                 X58

I»(X, 3   =
-

-Xii  1  6    "    sinc (k (Mix,)A ) 8.X ,
i 6 f   (6    L k.tb

-0

i ro

I, C-lu) - -ls,As F, '(-w) Box (  )

2 kbx    LU)%' clx,
F,t (w)   s fl'  e    T     e

LE w 8   + kb]

-  e             -1-

l('»'+A )
kA

I,(X,)  = -35-F   1
- -     d  .0bf  (7-(824-lob)-1'>e-LU)X,

ikA / k_b      w )C b
T

Both parts of this integral have already been calculated in

the determination of  1, ()(3 1 so that the final value of

I,  (x, )            is
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i kbx,  r

I,(* )=-bf.2  - e   '   [CLIk(k »f-)(13,8113   JkbAn

- CLIk (  -8 )(x,+6)] - CLIk(E"F)x,1
b  A

+ CLE k(t- f.)%31 + 6 15£0 &(# + f )(x,+8)1

- 5, Ik ( -f-)(H,+ 61] - St Ik liz . Al x 78 4, 3

+  5 6  I  k (·6   -  A) x,l  j  J

If these values of
1,  (X,)       and    12  C X3)

are substituted

in the expression for the actual image amp].ltude distribution,

the result reduces to

%3(x,)»-4 x  f (Tr +25£(»))+ 9(x,f
21'6/ r . f kAOt,+MAk e ly -13,(-f-,/

i  k bx,  -

Le<[fe ,-6%21 e'T cl[klt 'f)(%,+8)]bk J

-CLIk( - A) (x,+ 8)1 - C.d[kl  ' f ) K,]

+CL[k(· - f}x,-11 +  i isvt kI·b' f)(13 +8)1

- SLIk (·  - A)(x,+ 6)1-  SE Ik(  + f-)131

4- scrk(1 -t)K,] 3 1
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Appendix IV

Point Spread Function of Integration System

Al (x,g) = Point spread function of filtered aperture

(LB x'< b 1

11 (1('' 1.j,) = <D   X' 2 b .j
r Aperture filter amplitude

l T transmittance

A                       A                                                                       L S   (X X '  + 9 1/9

Al(x,y)= f.dx'f dy' ll-(x''g') e +
-A

-D     i k xx'

/kAy) i. b f  e      dx'
e

= 2 A sinc l-r,  1
»  -A    X'

    · kxx' A      L 'Ext

+ d B f"el.r·- d.x'+ Df  e  .e   dx'.  -D                  D
X'

XX

r  J  A  sit,e (t g)  [I)  f'   f,I -    dx'
A   X'

A      L IT'

+ a C B D sinc (-t  ) +  b f  Li=   Ax'  

kxx'

= .2 A sine.('i )13LBA sin((9)03:DfAsin T dx']
5    X.

AL(x,11)  =4 6  Alb  sinc(EN) F 8 5(ric (kbgx )
f     /   L

kA* ,
+   S E  (T)-   5 6(9 1) ]

If B=o, 'A,£(x,y)--4LAD siNG(--f tSL(19.)- 0,<-f 31
c k Ay c. c k -px-,1


